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1.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES



Meaning of economic development



Economic development and trade



Direct and indirect benefit from the trade
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Economic development refers to problems of developing countries where problems
are deep seated

with

poverty, unemployment, ignorance, backwardness,

productivity and low standard living.

low

Development of developed countries

like

England, USA, Japan is to maintain existing rate of growth, so as to enjoy higher
standard living and also to avoid risk of cyclical fluctuation. Whatever the political
setup of the country or the form of govt-democratic or totalitarian socialist or capitalist
it is necessary to go through the problem that hinders the growth of the factors those
promote it. Therefore economic development is considered as backbone of the study
of economic theory, as economic development acts as the as the guiding factor for
the developed and developing countries.

1.2 MEANING OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Economic development is not a new concept. It attracted the attention of economics
right from Adam Smith down to Marx and Keynes but their thoughts were static by
nature and concentrated on Western European Countries.

The man objective of

Keynesian economy was to support advanced countries to get out from depression.
After Second World War economists gave attention towards to problems of UDCs and
formulated new theories and models towards the development of growth of UDCs. But
the interest of wealthy nations in removing wide spread poverty of UDCs has not come
out from humanitarian ground. The main reason behind it for adding UDCs had been
the cold war between Russia and West before the collapse of USSR, whereas is tried to
enlist the support and loyalty of UDCs to provide more at than others after all after the
globalization almost all country try for economic development by the realization that
poverty everywhere is a threat to prosperity everywhere. It is necessary to reduce the
poverty of UDCs. According to Nurkse in advanced countries there has been tendencies
to take economic development for granted as something that takes care itself and
concentrate on the short term oscillation of the economic. Meier and Baldwing rightly
remarked “A study of poverty of nation has been of more urgency than a study of
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wealth of nation.” According to G.Mydral UDCs should not accept our inherited
economic theory on critically uncritically but remould it to fit their own problems and
interest. After all developmental economists defined in different dimension of
economic development of UDCs.
According to M.H.Haq a leading Pakistani economist has rightly remarked “ The
problem of development must be defined as a selective attack on the worst forms of
poverty. Development goals must be defined in terms of progressive reduction and
eventual elimination of malnutrition, diseases, illiteracy, squalor, unemployment &
inequalities. We were taught to take care of our GNP because it would take care of
poverty. Let us reverse this and take care of poverty because it will take care of the
GNP. In other words let us worry about the content of GNP even more than its rates of
increase.”
Economists had gone through mainly two approaches to defined economic
development. Traditional approach and the new welfare oriented approach. Traditional
approach of economic development implies a sustained annual increased in the GNP
at rate varying from 5% to 7% or more with the change in the structure of production
and employment that the share of agriculture will declined in both, whereas those of
manufacturing and tertiary sector increase. It means the acceleration of industrial
development at the expense of agricultural development.
In new welfare oriented approach J. Viner was the first economist who in early 1950s
argued that it was incorrect to claim that a country was achieving economic progress
until and unless the incidence of poverty in the country had not diminished. During
1970s economists redefined the concept of economic development in terms reduction of
poverty, inequality and unemployment with it the content of growing economy.
Kindelberger and Bruce Herrick defined “economic development is generally defined
to include improvement and material welfare, especially for lowest income group ,
eradication of mass poverty and illiteracy, diseases and early death, changes in the
composition of input and output. That generally includes shifts in the underlining
structure of production away from agriculture towards industrial activities.” The
organization of the economy in such a way that productive employment generates
among the working age population rather than the situation of privileged minority, and
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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the correspondingly greater participation of broadly based groups in making decision
about the direction, economic and otherwise in which they should move to improve
their welfare.
Dudlyseers raised three questions to conceptualize economic development. These are
poverty, unemployment, inequalities. And if all these three declined then that country
has been a period of developed beyond doubt. If any one problem will persist then it is
strange to call development even if per capita income doubled. This line of argument is
based on practical application of a number of third world countries.
So the concept of development based on poverty , equality and employment is
definitely superior to traditional view of development but some disagreed with above
view of development and told underdevelopment is to be seen as a state of mind as
much as a state of national destitution. According to M.P.Todaro and Stephen C “
development must therefore conceived as multi dimensional process involving major
changes in social structure, popular attitudes and national institution, as well as the
acceleration of economy of growth, the reduction of inequality, and the eradication of
poverty. Development in its basis needs and desires individual and social groups within
those systems, moves away from a condition of life widely perceived as unsatisfactory
towards a situation of condition of life regarded as materially and spiritually better”.
Simultaneously it is also necessary to go through economic development in form of
export value for both aid giving countries and ad receiving countries. In order to avoid
secular stagnation developing countries need and accelerating rate of development by
aid received from developed countries to increase export potential to avoid deficit in
balance of payments.

1.3 TRADE & DEVELOPMENT
Classical and Neoclassical economists gave too much importance and designated
international trade as the engine of economic growth. Export sector along with
agricultural sector and industrial sector supported the economic development of UDCs
but some constraints likes saving constraints, foreign exchange constraints, constraints
relating to agricultural development, constraint relating to human resource development
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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and environmental constraint checked the progress of export sector in the economy.
Still some economists supported the traditional trade theory of David Ricardo in 1817s
to achieve economic growth in development. Later on majority of classical economists
were in favour of comparative cost theory to achieve economic development through
International Trade (IT). It means trade benefited all participating countries and
supported free trade is best concept for economic development. Therefore developing
countries were advised not to put any restriction on trade as these would reduce the
gains from trade as most of the developing countries were the exporters of primary
products and developed countries were the exporter of finished manufactured goods.
All UDCs were advised to maintain that status quo otherwise the gains from trade
would flow towards developed countries (DC). Later on classical theory of
International Trade (IT) had faced severe criticism from R.Prebisch, Singer and
G.Mydral. They showed empirical evidence from developing countries (DC)
contradicting introducing classical approaches that all participating countries were
benefited from trade. In fact trade relation between developed and developing countries
(DC) consistently benefited further and had to pauperization of the later. That led to
international inequality where rich became richer and poor became poorer. Finally
UDCs had to sacrifice the gain from international specialization.
Although some economists did not support still then it bore a great importance
of UDCs as it provides urge to develop the knowledge and experience that makes
development possible. According to Haberler“ my overall conclusion is that
International Trade (IT) has made a numerous contribution to the development of
UDCs 19th 20th century and can be expected to make an equally big contribution in
future and that substantial free trade with marginal, in substantial correction, deviation,
is the best policy from the view of economic development.

1.4 BENEFIT FROM TRADE
Trade leads for specialization in the production of goods and make division of
labor. So that it exports those goods which it produces at cheap rate in exchange for
what others can produce at a lower cost. It gains from trade and there is increase in
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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national income that is in turn raises the level of output and growth rate of economy.
Therefore higher level of output by trade will break down the vicious circle of poverty
and promote economic development.
The development of UDCs are checked by small size of the market which fail to
absorb sufficient volume of output. That leads to low inducement to invest. The size of
market is small due to low per-capita income with low purchasing power. Here trade
plays a dominating role to wider the market by the scope of division of labor, greater
use of machinery, that also stimulates innovation in production process and overcome
technical indivisibilities. It means there should be efficient resources allocation through
International Trade (IT) to raise productivity of labor and generally enables the trading
countries to enjoy increasing return and economic development.
Myint has applied Smith’s ‘vent theory for surplus’. Theory to measure the
effects gain from trade. Adam Smith’s model of foreign trade exhibits the existence of
Idle Land and labor are force before a country is opened to world markets. Since land
and labor under utilized in the traditional subsistence sector in such countries, its
opening to foreign trade provides opportunities to produce more product for exports.
Vent for surplus assumes that resources are not fully employed prior to trade and
exports are increased without hampering the domestic production. So to say it can
produce surplus product in exchange for imports of manufacture products which it
cannot itself produce. Here trade raises the level economic activity. Thereby it can
access to the market of developed nations and can inject ideal human and capital
resources for greater utilization. Therefore if can bring direct economic benefit to
UDCs through foreign trade. Many developing countries specialize in the production
one or two staple goods it efforts are made to export them they will widen the market.
So that existing resources are employed more productively and resource allocation
becomes more efficient with the production function. As a result there will be
reduction of unemployment and under employment. Domestic saving may go up and
investment increases. There will be in flow of factor inputs into the expanding export
sectors with greater forward and backward linkages with the other sectors of the
economy. This is known as staple theory of economic growth by M.H.Watkins. Here
foreign trade helps to transfer the subsistence sector into monetize sector by providing
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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market for farm produce and raises income and standard living of the people. That
employment of market brings internal and external economies hence reduce the cost of
production. This is known as demand-motored model of staple theory
W.M.Cardon defined supply motored model which emphasizes growth of
factors supplied and productivity, Different effects may arise on trade to open the world
market
- Imperfect effect arises due to static gains from trade so real income is raised
- Capital accumulation effect- it arises when part of the static gains are invested
- Substitution Effect – it may result from a possible fall in the relative price of
investment goods to consumption goods, if investment goods are import intensive, that
would lead to an increase of ratio of investment to consumption and increase in the rate
of growth.
- Income distribution effect – it leads towards to shift of income towards factors that
are used intensively in the production of export. Saving propensity will rise and
accumulate capital.
- Factor weight effect- Here consideration is towards capital and labour to raise
productivity. If the rate of growth of output is weighted average of capital of labour
growth rates (with constant return to scale aggregate production function) then if
exports rise and exports use the faster growth factor of production the rate of growth
of exports will rise rapidly.
These mentioned effects will intensify the increase in real income over time as a
result of opening country foreign trade. The direct gains that comes from international
specialization plus the additional support to country’s development through a numbers
of spread effect within the domestic economy.
Mill pointed out that some indirect dynamic benefits will also arise due to involvement
of International Trade (IT) in the domestic market, which can be enlarge with better
scope of specialization. International Trade (IT) makes a greater use of machinery,
encourages innovation, raise labor productivity, lower cost and leads to economic
development. It also encourages importation of foreign capital and install new idea
technical know how, skills managerial talents and entrepreneurship. It also leads
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healthy competition and check inefficient monopolizes. Let us go through one by one
about the benefit derive from International Trade (IT)
- import of capital goods against export of staple commodities
- UDCs are deficient of capital goods so that these country’s will import machinery,
capital goods, semi-finished product required for economic development. These foster
the pace of development by importing from develop countries. So that these may
establish social and economic overhead and directly involve in productive activities
and importation of these will not danger the balance of payment if properly utilized.
Rather it makes easy to plan domestic investment for economic development .
-importance to educative effects - it brings success in development of UDCs which
lack in critical skill and critical skill act as a greater hindrance in development (that is
the scarcity of capital goods). So foreign trade tries to overcome this weakness.
According to the words Hebelers “The means and vehicle for the dissemination of
technical knowledge, the transmission of ideas for the

importation of knowhow,

managerial talents and entrepreneurship. All these act a great stimulus to technological
progress in UDCs. It also gives opportunity to learn the success and failure of
advanced country’s about the use of skilled man power etc. Foreign trade helps in
accelerating the development of poor country’s by facilitating the selective borrowing
idea, skill and knowhow from develop countries and adopting them in accordance
with their factor endowment. The rapid development in USA, JAPAN & RUSSIA is
the result of educative effect.
Importation of foreign capital - foreign trade creates a road map for the development of
UDCs the volume of foreign capital depends on volume of others factors in the trade.
Checking of inefficient monopolies – It creates healthy competition by checking
inefficient monopolies. Healthy competition is essential for the development of export
sectors in the economy and simultaneously it helps to check exploitative monopoly
practices and support the infants industry by protection. Haberler argues that American
economy is more competitive and more efficient because of the fact that it enjoys great
internal free trade area. From the point view of UDCs increased competition is
important since the size of their market is small and if Geographical area is large
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Criticisms - The economists likes Singer, Prebisch and G.Mydral have criticized that
vary forces of International Trade (IT) have been responsible for inhibiting the
development of UDCs. Myrdal argued that market forces will tend cumulatively to
accentuate international inequalities and quite normal result of unhampered trade
between two countries of which one is industrial and the other underdeveloped is the
initiative of cumulative process towards the impoverishment and stagnation of later.
They opined that International Trade (IT) retarded the development of UDCs . Some
argument have been followed to support the impeded development of UDCs.
-Strong backwash effect - According to Myrdral International Trade (IT) has strong
backwash effect on UDCs. He opined “Trade operates (as a rule) with a fundamental
bias in favor of the richer and progressive regions (and continues) and in disfavor the
less developed countries.” Rich countries have strong spread effects. When the export
their industrial product at a cheap rate to UDCs they will price out the small scale
industry and handicraft of the later. So UDCs are forced to export primary products.
The demand for primary products being in elastic in the export market, they suffer from
price fluctuations. As a result they cannot take the advantage of price fluctuations due
to in elastic supply of primary products. When world price goes up they cannot take the
advantage out of it as increased export earning leads to inflationary pressure mal
allocation of investment expenditure and balance of payment difficulties. It is argued
that the operation international demonstration effect has adversely affect the capital
formation of UDCs also.
-Secular deterioration in terms of trade- According to Prebisch UDCs will face of
problems of secular deterioration in terms of trade. It means there has been an
international transfer of income from poor to rich countries and that the gains from
International Trade (IT) have gone more to developed countries at the expense of the
former. There by reducing their level real income and economic development.

1.5 LET US SUM UP
Economic development has been defined by classical and neo-classical economists.
Economic development

of UDCs took upwards steps after second world war as

poverty anywhere is a threat to prosperity everywhere. Economists defined
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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development by two approaches as traditional approach and new welfare oriented
approach. Mier and Baldwin defined as “ a study of poverty of nation has been of more
urgency than a study of wealth of nation. Economists define economic development in
terms of reduction of poverty inequality and unemployment.
Classical and Neo-classical economists defined International Trade (IT) as the engine
of economic growth with some constraints like saving constraints, foreign exchange
constraints etc. David Ricardo theory of comparative cost was also excepted as a main
source of development in UDCs. Haberler also gave importance to International Trade
(IT) for the growth of UDCs economy.
Some major gains arise in the form of direct and indirect benefit so to say to tighten the
economy through International Trade (IT). Demand motored model and supply motored
model are required. Foreign trade accelerates the economic growth by various ways in
the form of educative effect, import of capital goods against export of staple
commodities , importation of foreign capital and checking of inefficient monopolies.
But it is not free from criticisms as developed countries try to exploit the economy
activities of UDCs. The benefit of gains from trade will go to developed countries.
Therefore UDCs may face the crunches in foreign exchange reserve etc. with adverse
balance of payment.
After all foreign trade acts as the engine of economic growth for less develop countries.
To integrate the less developed countries in the global economy in such a way that they
may increasingly share the benefits of expanding world trade. It is one of the main
challenges facing the international community. The export led growth strategy helped
in stabilizing prices and promoting efficiency gains through increased competition.
So that countries will take advantages of specialization of economy of scale, facilitates
to increase productivity. These are the key factors in sustained development, but such
outcome needs mutually supportive policies and adequate macro economic frame work
, infrastructure and human resource development

.

1.6 MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. What do you mean by economic development?
Q2. Give the different views developed by economists regarding
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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Q3.Discuss the role of trade in economic development?
Q4.What is the direct benefits of International Trade (IT) for economic development
Q5.What is the criticisms against International Trade (IT) as an engine economy
growth?

1.7 KEYWORDS

Development:

Creation of wealth from which community
benefits are realized.

Economic Fluctuation:

Shrinkage and expansions in the economy
affecting supply and demand.

Malnutrition:

Deficiencies, excesses or imbalances in a
person’s intake of nutrients.

GNP:

The total value of all the goods and
services produced by the country in one
year including the total amount of money
that comes from foreign countries.

Stagnation:

The state of not flowing or moving

1.8 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See Page No-2
Q2. See Page No-3 & 4
Q3. See Page No-5
Q4. See Page No-6 to 8
Q5. Page No-9
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2.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, the learners will be able to understand


the meaning of balanced Growth



Nurkse’s Explanation of Balanced Growth.



How to break the vicious Circle of Poverty?
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Benefits from Balanced Growth



Criticism of Balanced Growth



Meaning of Unbalanced Growth



Hirschman Strategy of Unbalanced growth



Meaning of Social Overhead Capital (SOC) & Directly Productive Activities
(DPA)



Forward Linkage and Backward Linkage



Benefit Derived from Unbalanced Growth



Criticisms of Unbalanced Growth.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Trade strategies of a country have implications for the welfare of a nation. A good trade
strategy needs to ensure better allocation and redistribution of resources and would lead
to boost competitiveness and develop new environment to create better economic
environment, that will give priorities for the economic development, by reducing
poverty and inequalities in Income distribution and reduction in unemployment rate. It
creates value addition in the market. Proper strategy tries to coordinate all sectors of the
economy to work together to achieve common goals. Therefore, question may arise that
for economic development a country needs balanced economic Growth or Unbalanced
economic Growth. In such a case it is necessary to understand both balanced and
unbalanced growth to design an appropriate and suitable strategy for economic
development.

2.2 MEANING AND EXPLANATION OF BALANCED GROWTH

Balanced growth doctrine has been described by different economists in their own
ways. But almost all agreed that investment takes place simultaneously in all sectors or
industries at once. Still to others it means balanced development of manufacturing
industries and agriculture. So balanced growth needs a balance between different
consumer goods industry and between consumer goods and capital goods industries. It
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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also implies balance between industries and agriculture and between domestic sector
and export sector. Further it takes into account the balance between the social overhead
and economic overhead, between vertical and horizontal external economies. Finally,
we can define it as there should be simultaneous and harmonious development of
different sectors of the economy so that all sectors grow at a time. Balance is required
in between demand and supply side of the economy. Supply side needs the
simultaneous development of all interrelated sectors which help in increasing the
supply of goods. So to say development needs intermediate goods, raw materials,
Power, agriculture, irrigation, transport etc. and all industries producing consumer
goods, on the other hand demand side takes into account the provision for larger
employment opportunity and necessary income so that demand will go up. Demand
side is related to supplementary industries, consumer goods industries, agriculture and
manufacturing industries. It means investment will be made in all types of industries, so
that they create demand for each other’s goods.
Rosenstein Rodan is the first economist, who propounded the theory of balanced
growth. His argument in favor of balanced growth draws from the theory of Big-Push.
He also argued that the whole of the industry to be created in in a country should be
treated and planned like one huge firm or trust. His main contention is that often SMP
(Social Marginal Product) of an investment is different from its PMP (Private Marginal
Product) and that when a group of industries is planned together in accordance with
SMPs, the rate of growth of the economy is likely to be greater than what it would have
been otherwise. In support of his argument, he has taken a number of examples where
the SMP of investment is greater than its PMP, which leads to the most profitable
investment from the stand point of the society. He cited the example of shoe industry,
where 20,000 unemployed workers are employed. If all will spend on shoes, a market
of show would be created. But the problem is that the workers will not spend their total
income on shoe only. Instead, investment in a whole series of industries would create
opportunity for consumption and spending all their incomes. All industries would
expand via multiplier process so that it would create large scale planned
industrialization.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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This idea has also been explained by R Nurkse. According to him, the presence of
vicious circle of poverty retards economic development. He explained how vicious
circle of poverty operates both in the demand side as well as in the supply side which
checks the economic development. Further, he argued that individual investment
decisions cannot solve the problem to break the vicious circle of poverty. It is not
possible by individual investment efforts as it would have a high risk of finding the
market. It is possible when different persons invest in different industries leading to a
wide range of industries. According to Nurkse, a wide range of projects in different
industries may succeed as they would support each other, in the sense that people
engage in each project, now working with more real capital per head and greater
efficiency in terms of output per man hour, will provide an enlarged market for the
products of new enterprises in other industries. With the application of capital over a
wide range of activities, the general level of economic efficiency is raised and size of
the market is enlarged. Investment leads to enlargement of market and people will work
in complementary projects would become each other’s consumers. Therefore,
expansion of investment projects, enlargement of markets and development of
complementary industries are important ingredients of balanced growth, which can
break the deadlock of vicious circle of poverty.
Thus, more or less synchronized application of capital to a wide range of different
industries may result in overall enlargement of the market. People working with more
and better tools in a number of complementary projects become each other’s consumer.
Most industries, catering for mass consumptions is complementary in the sense that,
they provide a market for and thus support each other’s. The case for balanced growth
rests on the need for a “balanced diet”.
Nurkse explained the notion of balanced growth from say’s law & cites Mill’s
formulation that “every increase in production if distributed without miscalculation
among all kinds of produce in the proportion which private interest would dictate,
creates or rather constitutes its own demand.”According to Nurkse, a substantial use of
capital by an individual entrepreneur in any particular industry may be unprofitable due
to small size of the market. On the contrary, a synchronized use of capital in different
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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industries may raise the general level of economic efficiency and enlarge the size of the
market. “A formal allocation of this sort-A wave of capital investment in a number of
different industries” has been called by Nurkse, Balanced growth.
Simultaneous establishment of new plants will create advancement in supply side and
demand side. Investment in all sectors of the economy simultaneously in a wide range
lead to vertical and horizontal integration of industries, a better division of labour, a
common source of raw materials, a technical shift, an expansion of the size of the
market and better utilization of social and overhead capital. Investment in productive
equipment and in human capital should be simultaneous. The former would be useless
unless people are educated and healthy to operate it. Nurkse pleads that social overhead
facilities should be created ahead of demand to stimulate and support the various
sectors of the economy.
The doctrine of balanced growth makes a balance among different sectors of the
economy during the process of economic growth. Balanced investment is required
between Agricultural sector and industrial sectors. The agriculture and industry are
complementary rather than competitive. Expansion of industrial products needs the
expansion of agricultural output. If employment in industrial sector increases, the
demand for food stuff also increases so supply of food stuff is necessary to meet the
increased demand. Similarly, supply of raw materials should also rise with the
expansion of industrial sector. Otherwise, inflation will occur in the economy.
The doctrine of balanced growth also indicates the balance between the domestic and
foreign sectors. Meier and Baldwin rightly commented export revenue is an important
source for financing development. Imports rises as production and employment expand,
and domestic trade itself requires increasing imports of materials and equipment. To
pay for these rising imports and to allow exports to finance development as much as
possible. The country cannot expand its domestic trade at the expanse of its foreign
trade. The domestic sector must grow in balance with the foreign sector.
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Nurkse observes “Balanced growth is a good foundation for international trade, as well
as a way of filling the vacuum at the periphery”. He does not advocate autarky. With
the increase in domestic production, the domestic as well as foreign market is likely to
expand.

But even if foreign trade shrinks due to restrictions imposed by other

countries, the best way is to expand the output for domestic consumptions thereby
increasing employment and income in the economy.
Finally, according to Lewis “In development programs all sectors of the economy
should grow simultaneously so as to keep a proper balance between industry and
agriculture and between production for home consumption and production of export.
The logic of this proposition is as unassailable as its simplicity”

2.3BENEFITS DERIVED FROM BALANCED GROWTH
Balanced growth has been accepted as a trade strategy for economic development.
Therefore, it is necessary to state the brief benefits derived from balanced growth. They
are:


Wide extent of market



Balanced regional development



Creates external economies



Lead to division of labour and specialization.



Innovation and research



Breaking the vicious circle of poverty.



Better use of Natural and other resources of the economy.



Encouragement to private sectors



Helpful in getting over the difficulties of narrow market



Self-reliance and economic stability



Better utilization of physical and human capital.
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2.4 CRITICISM OF BALANCED GROWTH
After going through the advantages of balanced growth one should not conclude that
the solution of one’s lies in the theory of balanced growth. The theory of balanced
growth developed by Rosenstein and Rodan &Nurkse has been criticized by some
leading developmental economist like Fleming, Singer, Hirschman Kurihara.
According to Singer “Balanced growth can neither solve the problem of LDCs, nor do
they have sufficient resources to achieve balanced growth” The major criticisms of
Balanced growth are:


Rise in cost



No attention to reduce cost



Unrealistic concept



Beyond the capabilities of LDCs



Shortage of resources



Ignores the need for planning



Danger of Inflation



Role of the state is ignored

2.5 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS-I
1. What do you mean by balanced growth?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Do you feel vicious circle of poverty exist in LDCs?
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. What are the benefits of balanced growth theory?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Discuss the grounds in which the Balanced growth theory is criticized.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.6 HIRSCHMAN STRATEGY
According to the theory of unbalanced growth investment should be made in selected
sectors rather than simultaneously in all sectors in the economy. This is because, UDCs
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may not have sufficient amount of resources to spend in all sectors of the economy
simultaneously. Accordingly, at any point of time there are highly desirable investment
program which are not in themselves balanced investment packages, but which
represents unbalanced investment. Once such investment is made a huge imbalance is
likely to appear which will require still further balancing investment and so on. Singer,
pointed out that unbalanced growth is a harmful path of development. Therefore,
historically growth does not take placed in a balanced way, rather in an unbalanced
way. Under this approach as one sector progress the rest of the sectors try to catch up. It
means economy moves from the path of unbalanced growth to that of balanced growth.
Therefore, the slogan is justified that “Select certain strategic sectors and invest heavily
on them”. Other sectors will develop automatically through linkages effect. The theory
of unbalanced growth is supported by Albert O. Hirschman, Hans Singer, Paul Streeten,
Marcus Fleming, W .W Rostow etc. However, this theory is associated with the name
of A O Hirschman., since it is he who presented a complete theoretical formulation of
unbalanced growth strategy.
The concept of Unbalanced growth has been popularised by A. O. Hirschman.
According to him deliberate unbalancing of the economy according to a predesigned
strategy is the best method of development in UDCs. The investment in selected
industries pave the way of economic development. He highlighted the fact that
development has of course perceived in this way, with growth being communicated
from leading sectors of the economy to the followers, from one industry to another,
from

one

firm

to

another.

He

regards

development

as

a

chain

of

disequilibriumDevelopment is a chain of disequilibria that must be kept alive rather
than eliminate the disequilibrium of which profits and losses are symptoms in a
competitive economy. If economy is to keep moving ahead, the task of development
policy is to maintain, tension, disproportions and disequilibria.his “seesaw advance” is
induced by one disequilibrium that in turn leads to a new disequilibrium and so on ad
infinitum.
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Hirschman explained the analysis by taking two types of new projects where a new
project appropriate external economies created by previous one and create new external
economy that can be exploited by subsequent ones. These projects appropriate more
external economies than they create are known as convergent series of investment and
projects those creates more external economies, than they appropriate are termed as
divergent series of investment.
Hirschman calls convergent series of investment as induced investment as they are net
beneficiaries of external economies. From the economic development point of view the
convergent series of investment may be less diversified from the social view point and
divergent series of investment may be desirability due to social desirability. Therefore,
development policy should promote the divergent series of investment and prevent the
convergent series of investment. Development can take place by misbalancing the
economy which is possible by either Social Overhead Capital (SOC) service or in
Directly Productive Activities (DPA). SOC creates external economies and DPA
appropriates external economies.
Now let us discuss both SOC and DPA about investment in selected sectors.
Social overhead capital Comprise those basic services without which primary, tertiary
and secondary productive activities cannot function. Those are investment in education,
public health, communication, transportation and conventional public utilities like light,
water, irrigation, power etc. A large investment in SOC will encourage private
investment later in DPA. It means cheaper supply of electricity may encourage the
establishment of small industries. If SOC investment provides improved and cheap
services that will help the DPA to grow.
Hirschman rightly said that, “Investment in SOC is advocated not because of its direct
effect on final output, but because it permits and in fact invites DPA to come in---some
SOC is required as a prerequisite of DPA investment”.
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An imbalance can also be created via DPA. If DPA investment is undertaken first by
the government directly or indirectly, the shortage of SOC facilities is likely to raise the
production cost sustainably. In course of time, political pressure might stimulate
investment in SOC also. Hirschman, calls the “first sequence (from SOC to DPA)
development via excess capacity of SOC and second sequence (from DPA to SOC)
development via Shortage of SOC”. Hence, he prefers the first sequence of economic
development for UDCs, because it is vigorously self-propelling.
However, one of the paradoxes of development is that, poor countries cannot always
afford to be economical. Hirschman, argued that “the real scarcity “in UDCs is not the
resources themselves but the ability to bring them into play”. As simultaneous
expansion of SOC and DPA might have some practical difficulties from the view point
of feasibility, the sequence of expansion should be adopted must ensure maximisation
of ‘induced decision making’.
It is noted that development via excess SOC capacity is more continuous and smoother
than the second Path so that he calls it as self-propelling. The other path via SOC
shortage capacity is not so, because if there is a belated adjustment of SOC due to the
absence of political pressure in the beginning, DPA cost of producing a given output
rises. According to Hirschman, “Development via SOC shortage is an instance of the
disorderly, compulsive sequence which via excess SOC capacity is essentially
permissive.”
Hirschman, hold that such type of imbalance should be created which will be more
effective. Effective investment is determined through both backward and forward
linkage effect.. Forward linkage effect encourages investment in subsequent stages of
production and backward linkage effect in earlier stages of production. Development
should aim at discovering projects with the largest total linkage. But such projects vary
from time to time and country to country and can only be found through empirical
studies from Input-output tables. Hirschman, told that iron and steel industries will have
highest linkage effect. He further explained that the primary production activities
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(mostly of enclave type) leading to exports have little development effects in terms of
contributing to the economy’s employment or National Income in an UDCs.
Hirschman, advocates the setting up of last stage Industries first, because that will
encourage backward linkage effect in the economy. These types of industries begin
with the manufactured durable goods at the final stage of production. Therefore, it will
import those necessary articles which will support to produce finished products. It is the
process through which it can produce finished consumer goods which it was previously
importing. It will thereby move to higher stages of production. Backward linkage
effects are important not only from secondary back to primary production but also from
tertiary back to both secondary and primary production. Backward linkage effects are
the combined result of several last stage industries in the economy. It will support to
produce import-replacing commodities. In other words in, in the making of same
products when demand reaches a certain level it is advantageous to manufacture the
product at home. Hirschman suggested subsidies to or promotion of import replacing
industries.
Hirschman termed last stage industries as import enclave industries. They are different
from export enclave industries. The later produces only export items like minerals in
UDCs. They often treat export like a step child. Export do not expand to produce
forward linkage effect in the economy. Therefore, export promotion which is the only
practical way of achieving industrialisation via import substitutions.
Finally, he sums up his strategy of economic development as “Economic development
typically follows a path of uneven growth; that balance is restored as a result of
pressures, incentives and compulsion; that the efficient path towards economic
development is to be somewhat disorderly and that it will be strewn with bottlenecks
and shortages of skills, facilities, services and products; that industrial development will
proceed largely through backward linkage, i.e. , will work its way from the last touches
to intermediate and basic industries.“

2.7 BENEFITS DERIVED FROM UN-BALANCED GROWTH
The main advantages of unbalanced growth are mentioned bellow:
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It is comparatively a more realistic theory (in comparison to Balanced growth
theory)



It is more important form the view point of basic industries.



Leads to economies of large-scale production.



Encourage new innovations and invention in the production process.



Makes the economy Self-reliance



Generate economic surplus



Encourage skill formation



Has the potential for better utilisation of resources and maximisation of growth.

2.8 CRITICISM OF UN-BALANCED GROWTH
The theory of unbalanced growth is also not free from criticism.


Neglect of Resistances



Lack of Basic Facilities



Lack of Factor Mobility



Possibilities of Inflationary pressures in the economy



Linkage effects are not based on data



Too much emphasis on investment decisions



Neglect agricultural sectors



Neglect the advancement in knowledge

2.9CHECK YOUR PROGRESS-II
1. What do you mean by unbalanced growth?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. What do you mean by Social Overhead Capital?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. What do you mean by forward linkage effect?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. What do you mean by backward linkage effect?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.10 LET US SUM UP
Despite the criticism against the balanced growth theory, it has to play an important
role in shaping the economic development of LDCs. The only thing required for the
success of this strategy is the creation of favorable climate for development. Once the
proper climate is created, theory of Balanced Growth smooth affair in LDCs.To Prof.
Singer the doctrine of balanced growth is premature rather than wrong in the sense that
it is applicable to a subsequent stage of self-sustained growth rather than to the
breaking of a deadlock. Balanced Growth Strategy tries to set the goal for betterment of
LDCs.Rosenstein Rodan, Nurkse supported the Balanced development of all sectors of
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the economy. Nurkse has given his idea to break the vicious circle of poverty, which
operates in the demand side and supply side to achieve growth in the economy. He also
argued that individual entrepreneur decision regarding investment cannot solve the
problem to break the vicious circle in LDCs. Therefore, according to Nurkse“a wide
range of projects in different industries may succeed, they will also support each other”
so that vicious circle of poverty can be broken. It means to say that, it is necessary to
widen the market to break the deadlock. Investment leads to enlargement of the market.
He also explained this theory by taking into account the say’s law of Market. He had
also explained that “A frontal attack of this sort- A wave of capital investment in a
number of different industries”.
Balanced growth makes a balance among different sectors of the economy. It also
indicates the balance between domestic sectors and foreign sectors as export revinue is
an important source of financing development of LDCs. As stated by Meier and
Baldwin, Nurkse observed that balanced growth is a good foundation of international
trade of LDCs. Further, many benefits can be derived from balanced growth such as
regional development, innovation activities etc. However, critics have criticized this
theory in various grounds like rise in cost, unrealistic assumptions etc.
At the same time, the doctrine on unbalanced growth has been theoretically defined by
A.O. Hirschman. He explained that investment should be made in some selected sectors
of the economy and then the benefit derived from those industries will flow towards the
establishment of other industries. According to him, deliberate unbalancing of the
economy according to pre-designed strategy is the best method of development for
UDCs. This theory is also based on convergent series and divergent series of
investment. To him, divergent series of investment leads to economic development in
the economy. Therefore, those investment is related with social over head capital and
direct production activities. A large-scale investment in SOC encourages private
investment. He told that investment in SOC is advocated not because of

its direct

effect on final output, but because it permits and in fact invites DPA to come in. So his
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explanation is based on development via excess capacity of SOC & Development via
shortage of SOC.

2.11 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS-I
Q1. See Page No-16 to 19
Q2. See Page No-17 &18
Q3. See Page No-19 & 20
Q4. See Page No-20

2.12 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS-II
Q1. See Page No-22 to 26
Q2. See Page No-23 to 26
Q3. See Page No-25
Q4. See Page No-25-26

2.13 MODEL QUESTIONS
1. Discuss critically the theory of Balanced Growth.
2. Discuss the similarities and dissimilarities between unbalanced growth and
Unbalanced growth.
3. Do you feel unbalanced growth is applicable to underdeveloped countries?

2.14 KEY WORDS

Strategy:

A plan that you use in order to achieve
something.

Balanced Growth:

Simultaneous coordinated expansion of
several sectors.
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Productive:

That

makes

or

grows

something,

especially in large quantities.
Inflation:

Increase in prices over a period of time.

Periphery

The outer edge of the particular area.

2.15 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See in Page No-16 to 19
Q2. See in Page No-22 to 26
Q3. See in Page No-26 & 27
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UNIT-3 THE TERMS OF TRADE & PREBISCH
HYPOTHESIS
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3.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, the learners will be able to understand


Meaning of Terms of trade



Various types of Terms of Trade



The different factors that affect the Terms of Trade



How terms of trade affect economic development?



Prebisch-Singer Hypothesis
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The “terms of trade” means the rate at which the goods of one country are exchanged
for the goods of another country. It indicates a relation between export price of one
country to the import price of another country of their respective goods. When the
export price of a country is relatively higher than the imports price, the terms of trade
are said to be improved and vice-verse.

3.2 CONCEPTS OF TERM OF TRADE
Jacob Viner and G M Meier have discussed many types of terms of trade which we will
discuss one by one.
Commodity or Net barter Terms of Trade
It is the ratio between the price of export and import goods of a country.
Tc = Px/Pm, where
Tc stands for the terms of trade, P= price index, X represents export & M represents
Import.
Further, the changes in commodity terms of trade over a period of time can be
measured using the formula below:
Tc = Px1/Px0 / Pm1/Pm0
Where subscripts 0 represents the base period & subscripts 1 represents the end period.
Gross Bater Terms of Trade (GBTT)
Gross barter terms of trade is an improvement over net barter terms of Trade. Prof.
Taussig gave a new concept called GBTT. He took the quantity of goods exported and
imported by a country instead of the export and import prices, so that GBTT is an index
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of the relationship of the total physical quantities of the imports to the Quantities of
export.
Symbolically, Tg = Qm/Qx, where
Tg – Gross Barter Terms of Trade,
Qm -Quantities of Imports and
Qx - Quantities of Exports.
For comparing the changes between two periods the following ratio is used:
Tg = Qm1/Qm0 / Qx1/Qx0
Where subscripts 1 represents the current year. & Subscripts 0 represents the base year.
A rise in the country’s Gross Barter terms of trade means a favorable change where
more imports are obtained for a given volumes of export the current year in comparison
to the base year. If Balance of Trade is in equilibrium NBTT=GBTT, on the other hand
when trade is not balanced – the NBTT differs from GBTT
Income Terms of Trade
G.S. Dorrance has contributed the concept of Income Terms of Trade (ITT), which is
an improvement over NBTT. He defined ITT as the Index of values of Export divided
by the price index of Imports. It shows a country’s changing import capacity in relation
to changes in its exports. Thus, ITT is the net barter terms of a Trade of a country
multiplied by its export volume index.
Ty = PxQx/Pm
Ty=Income Terms of trade
Px = Index of Export Prices x
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Qx=Export Quantity
Pm=Index of Import Prices
The ITT Determines a country’s capacity to import. A rise in the Index of ITT implies
that a country can import more goods in exchange for its export. A country’s income
terms of trade may improve but at the same time the commodity terms of trade may
deteriorate.`Taking the import prices to be constant if export prices fall, there will be an
increase in sale and value of exports. Thus while ITT might have improved ,the
commodity terms of trade might have deterioted.
Viner’s Terms of Trade
Prof.Vinner developed the Single factor terms of trade a commodity Terms of Trade
could not explain clearly about productivity changes in export Industries.This term of
Trade explains changes in domestic export sectors. It represents the ratio of export price
index to the import Price index, adjusted for the change in the productivity of a
country’s factor in the production of exports. According to him “If the commodity
terms of trade index was multiplied by the reciprocal of the export commodity technical
coefficients index, the resultant index would provide a better guide to the terms of gains
from trade than the commodity terms of trade index by itself”.
Symbolically,
Tt = (Px/Pm)×Fx
Tt- Single factorial terms of trade Index
Fx- Productivity in export(Which is assumed as the index of cost in terms of quantity of
factors of production used per unit of imports).
The reciprocal of the index of cost in terms of the quantity of factors of production used
per unit of export expressed as Fx0/Fx1 is used to compare the export performance
between two periods.
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Which represernts the reciprocal of the index of the cost interms of quantity of factor of
production used per unit of export.
To overcome some difficulties Viner constructed aother index called double factorial
terms of trade.
Ttt= (Px/Pm)×(Fx/Fm)
Which takes into account the productivity in the country’s exports as well as the
productivity of foreign factors. Fm.- Import productivity index (which is measured as
the index of cost in terms of quantity of factors of production employed per unit of
import).
It helps in measuring the change in the rate of exchange of country as a result of the
change in productive efficiency of a domestic factors manufacturing exports and that of
foreign factors manufacturing imports for the country. A rise in the index of double
factorial terms of trade of a country means that the productive efficiency of a factor
producing export has increased relatively to the factor producing import in the other
country.
Viner has also developed one more concept of real cost terms of trade to determine the
real gain from International Trade. It is obtained as follows
TV=(Px/Pm)(Fx)(Rx) indicates the real cost terms of trade.
He also developed utility terms of trade to avoid the defects in the real cost terms of
trade.
i.e. TU=(Px/Pm)(Fx)(px)(U)
It is obtained by multiplying the real cost terms of trade with the index of relative
average utility of imports and of domestic commodities foregone. Prof.Robertson
defined it as true terms of trade.

3.3 FACTORS AFFECTING TERMS OF TRADE
Reciprocal demand and Supply
Generally ToT depends upon the strength of elasticity of each country’s demand and
supply of export and import. When the demand for exports of a country is less elastic as
compared to its imports, its ToT will be favorable. Similarly, if supply of its exports is
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More elastic than its imports, ToT will be unfavorable because it can increase or
decrease the the supply of its export in keeping with International Market Situation.
Change in Factor Endowment
The ToT of a country is fully affected by factor endowments with given taste and level
of technology. Changes in factor endowments may lead to an increase in exports or
even reduction in it. They may lead to changes in the terms of trade (under the
assumption of unchanged taste and preference).
Change in technology
Technological change affects the terms of trade of a country. It means if there will be
more production of exported goods due to technological change, supply of goods to the
world market will increase, price will fall relative to its imports. So export will be more
than imports. ToT will be favorable on the other hand if the change in technology leads
to production of more importing goods, the terms of trade will improve.
Change in Taste
If the demand for goods of other countries increases due to taste change, the import of
that goods will increase. Consequently the ToT will become unfavorable & vice-versa
Economic Growth
The economic growth of a country affects the ToT of a country in the following ways:
(i) Demand effect
(ii) Supply effect
Demand effect arises due to increase in demand of imported goods due to rise in Per
Capita Income with economic growth. Supply effects leads to supply of exportable
goods and import competing goods. The net effect will determine the ToT of a country.
If demand effect is more powerful than the supply effect the volume of trade increases
through import & ToT will be unfavorable. On contrary if the supply effect is more
powerful than the demand effect & the country’s volume of trade will change through
export and import competing goods, its terms of trade will improve.
Tariff and Quotas
Through imposition of tariff and Quotas imports will be reduced in comparison to the
exports so that the ToT will improve.
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Devaluation
It means lowering exchange rate of a country’s currency. It affects the terms of trade of
devaluing country by either an improvement or deteriotation. This depends upon the
elasticity of demand and supply of export and import of the country. Devaluation tends
to improve the term of trade, if the product of the demand elasticity for the country’s
import and export is greater than the product of the supply elasticity of export and
import.
Mathematically,
Dm×Dx > Sm×Sx
Where, D=demand, S=supply, x=export & m =import.
Import substitution:
Any country which will produce import substitution goods in sufficient quantities’ its
import demand for such goods will fall down, As a result’ it will import less and its
terms of trade will be favorable and vice versa.
International Capital Flows:
Inflow of capital from other countries reduces the demand of home products and
exportable products. As a result the prices of exportable goods fall relative to the
importable goods. That will worsen the terms of trade of the country. If there is an
outflow of capital to repay the debt in the form of larger exports, their prices fall which
again deteriorates the terms of trade of the country.
Inflation and Deflation
Inflation worsens the terms of trade because with the rise in domestic prices, the
demand for imports goes up and for export declines. On the other hand deflation
improves the terms of trade because the prices of domestic goods falls, the demand for
export increases and for imports falls.

3.4 TERMS OF TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Favorable TOT works as a sin qua non for the rapid development of LDCs. If a
country has favorable terms of trade it can import a large quantity of goods for the
given quantity of exports so that resources of UDCs will increase to accelerate the
growth with the rise in National Income. Nurkse, opined that the advantageous terms of
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trade works as a potential source of capital formation. Economic Development can be
achieved through improved terms of trade if the additional resources made available are
saved and invested productively If that is used in unproductive path then automatically
that hampers the rapid economic development of UDCs.
But due to some adverse circumstances favorable terms of trade hampers the
realization of development of UDCs. These adverse circumstances are :

The scope of employment, output and income will be limited due to restricted
exports.



If production is made with high cost due to inflation, that will affect adversely
to the economy.



Further when TOT are improved by price rise in exports due to fall in export
supply, the adverse effect lies in aggregate export so that relative

import

capacity will decline.
Therefore the effect of TOT on development should be examined carefully in relation
to other effects like change in supply, demand, quantum of export and imports,
employment and income and price in the country. It is observed that TOT in UDCs are
not improving but actually deteriorating due to inflation, scarcity and low productivity
in these economies as against abundance and high productivity and relative price
stability in advanced countries.. This deterioration in the terms of trade could also be
ascribed to


High population which is growing at a faster rate than advanced countries.



Recent Technological advancement and other inventions have caused a further
decline in raw material import needs of developed country’s primary product.



The income elasticity of demand of advanced countries for poor countries’
primary product is very low.
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A greater degree of flexibility exists in the diversified economies of the
industrial countries than those of the subsistence sectors of poor countries.



Lastly, poor countries have a weak bargaining power in the world market,
because of the perishable nature of exportable goods.So that poor countries
depend much more on developed countries in export and import. As such the
TOT are always set in favor of advanced countries, despite GATT
andUNCATAD’s proposals for better and improved economic and trade
relation.

3.5 PREBISCH-SINGER HYPOTHESIS
Economist like Myint, Nurkse, Prebisch, Singer, Lewis and Myrdal told that certain
desequalising forces are operating in the world economy as a result of which gains from
trade have favoured towards developed countries (DC) and has gone against the
developing countries. Prebisch-singer Thesis delineated that secular deterioration in
terms of trade is indeed a hurdle in the growth of less developed countries.Instead the
TOT favours the developed countries. This Hypothesis is based on some assumptions .


On account of the operation of the Engel’s law, as income rises in developing
countries – the demand pattern shifts from primary to the manufactured
products



Demand for the primary products of LDCs rises slowly inDCs.



Export market forDCs productivity is monopolistic and forLDCs product is
competitive.



Trade union being weak in LDCs wages are low there,so are the price of primary
product which leads to decline in TOT.



Availability of substitute for primary products of LDCs reduces the demand for
them



Producers of manufactured product inDCs do not pass on the benefit of increase
in productivity through lower prices inLDCs.



The economic growth in the LDC’s is indicated by income terms of trade.
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Prebisch assumes that the capacity to import or income terms of trade is the
determining factor of economic growth in LDCs and terms of trade is the most
indispensible coduit for transformation of productivity gains from developed countries
to the LDCs. His argument is that in the organic growth of the world economy,
theLDCs have failed to share in the gains of this world economic growth generated by
DCs and the reason is the declining capacity to import.There was a secular downward
trend in the price of primary articles relative to the price of final manufactured goods.
He explained that in the DCs income of the entrepreneurs and other factors of
production increased relatively more than their productivity whereas the LDCs have
failed not only in sharing productivity gains but also in retaining their productivity
gains due to their population pressure, technological backwardness etc. Prebisch gave
importance to the relationship between trade and development from the stand point of
the Balance of Payment rather than the real resources of the country. His major
conclusion was that the unfavourable impact of unrestricted trade on the terms of trade
BOP of developing countries far outweighs any advantages with respect to a more
effective allocation of resources.
Prebisch Model can also be explained mathematically.
Consider two countries, two goods (2×2) model in which developed countries produces
manufacturing goods with income elasticity of demand is greater than one and
developing countries produces and exports primary commodity with income elasticity
of demand

is less than one. So let us assume income elasticity of demand for

manufactured goods (Em) is 1.3 and income elasticity of demand for primary goods (Ep)
is 0.8. Further assume that the growth rate of income of both the countries are equal at
3%, that is Gc=Gp=3.0. Now what will be the growth rate of export and import in the
developing and developed countries?
For developed countries
Xc = Gp×Em=3.0×1.3=3.9%
Mc = Gc×Ep=3.0×0.8=2.4%
For Developing countries
Xp = Gc×Ep=3.0×0.8=2.4%
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Mc = Gp×Em=3.0×1.3=3.9%
It is seen from the example that imports are growing faster than export in developing
countries. So it is not a sustainable position and requires for increasing export and
reducing imports in developing countries.
As we know Gp= (Xp/Xm)=(2.4/1.3)=1.846
Thus growth rate of developing country is 1.846 as against the growth rate of 3 per
cent in the developed country. So that both the relative and absolute gap in income in
both countries will widen.
The above equation can be written as
Gp=Gc*Ep/Em
Let us it divide it by Gc then
Gp/Gc=Gc*Ep/Gc*Em=Ep/Em
It means relative growth rate of developing & developed countries will be equal to the
ratio of the income elasticity of demand for two countries goods.He took into
consideration the following reasons are responsible for deterioration in the TOT of
UDCs.
Technical progresses- Technical progress increase the income of workers and
entrepreneur & a high price for their goods, some of these are exported to the UDCs.
But the benefit of technical progress flow towards developed countries instead of
developing countries.
As a result, wages of workers fall, prices of the primary goods which they(UDCs)
export in relation to import fall, thereby worsening their TOT. It happens due to
technical progress in raw material, saving products like the synthesis, jute, rubber etc
which have adversely affected the traditional exports of LDCs.
If we look the perceptive of demand side we will find that demand for primary product
grows more slowly than that of industrial products because of two reasons:
-Income elasticity of demand for primary product is low.
-Primary products are substituted by synthesis material.
- Relation between Income & Productivity:
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According to Prebish, the income of entrepreneurs and productive factors increases
relatively more than productivity in developed countries.The increase in income is less
than that in productivity in LDCs for two reasons as population pressure & weak trade
union bargaining.
Monopoly Elements: This element is a dominating cause for deterioration in TOT in
LDCs according to Prebish. The DCs have high degree of monopoly or oligopolistic
attitude in productive market in manufacture goods & capital good. So that they charge
high price from LDCs. On the other hand, the world prices of primary products of
LDCs are low because they are not properly organised. So that the result of
unfavourable TOT is towards LDCs.
-Effects of Foreign Investment- Singer argued that opening of the LDCs to foreign
trade and investment tended to check their development because this investment has
been directed towards to open up new sources of food for people and machineries of
DCs. Therefore it led to the deterioration of TOT of UDCs, The DCs have gained in the
form of higher wages and profits by exporting manufactured articles to UDCs at higher
prices whereas the gains in food and raw materials production in LDCs have been
dissipated in price reduction thereby again benefiting the DCs. As incomes rise the
demand for food rises more slowly than the demand for manufactured articles. As a
result of technical progress in manufacturing, there is a reduction in the amount of raw
material used per unit of output. So the demand for the raw material falls. This fall in
demand along with low price elasticity of demand for both raw material and food
results in large price falls, both cyclically and structurally. Price change in highly
volatile due to so many factors & price fluctuations in the post war period caused by
changes in demand than the change in supply.
Let us explain it with a figure
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In the above diagram, D & S are world demand & supply curve of primary products
which are inelastic. E is the point of equilibrium where OQ is demanded and supplied
at OP price. A small increase in supply from S to S1, sets a new equilibrium E2, where
overall increase in supply by QQS causes a large fall in price by PP1. Similarly, a small
decrease in demand from D to D1 creates a new equilibrium point E1. So that a small
fall in demand by QQ1 brings a large fall in price by PP1. Thus, DCs have enjoyed
cumulative benefits in their dual capacity as consumers of imported food & raw
material in low price & as a producers of high priced exportable manufactured articles,
where as the LDCs suffered both as a producer and consumers.
The LDCs could not able to take benefit from high price of primary products because
they used the profit for expanding their production rather than in working in capital
goods. When prices are low they do not have the advantage also. Here Singer rightly
said that UDCs are in danger of falling between two stools: failing to industrialise in
boom because things are as good as they are and failing to industrialise in a slump,
because things are as bad as they are.
Debt Problems of UDCs:
Singer advocated for detioration in TOT of LDCs in recent years which has been their
mounting debt. It is seen that large amount of proceeds saved from exports are being
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used to repay debt instead of paying for import and to repay debts, LDCs compete each
with each other to increase their export earnings.
Effects of Cyclical Instability & BOP difficulties
Prebish has pointed out that when UDCs are exposed to world markets there has been a
phenomenal rise in their exports. But this will not contribute the development of rest of
the economy of these countries as export sectors have been developed by neglecting
other sector of the economy. Too much dependence on export has clearly exposed these
economics to the international fluctuations in the demand for and the prices of their
products.
During depression TOT becomes adverse and benefit will go to the developed countries
as foreign exchange earning of developing countries falls steeply. So that UDCs suffer
from unfavourable BOP. It happens due to the inelastic supply of their exported goods
to developed countries. Similarly, UDCs could not able to take the advantage at the
time of boom in the world market. An improvement in TOT due to boom is not
accompanied by an increase in output and employment due to market imperfection,
inadequate overhead capital and structural mal adjustments. On the contrary, increased
export earnings lead to inflationary pressure, mal allocation of investment expenditure
and adverse balance of payment so that there has been a secular deterioration in the
income terms of trade of UDCs.
For terms of trade & BOP reasons Prebish argued for the protection of certain
domestically produced goods & for monopoly export pricing by UDCs to protect their
interests. So his argument supported classical infant industry & optimum tariff for
protection. Therefore certain benefits can be expected from protection.
-Protection would enable scarce foreign exchange to be rationed between different
categories of imports and could help to correct balance of payment disequilibrium
resulting from high income elasticity of demand for certain types of imports
It could arrest the deterioration in TOT by reducing the demand for imports.
It could provide the opportunity to diversify products and to start producing and
exporting goods with much higher income elasticity of demand in the world market.
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3.6 LET US SUM UP
The Terms of Trade means the rate at which the goods of one country exchange for the
goods of another country. So, it indicates a relation between export and import of
different countries. Viner and Meier have provided different types of Terms of Trade
such as Commodity or Net barter Terms of Trade, Gross Barter Terms of Trade
(GBTT), Income Terms of Trade, Double factor terms of trade etc.
Terms of trade has been affected by various factors for developing countries. Those are
reciprocal demand, change in technology change in taste, economic growth,
devaluation, import substitutions, international capital flow, inflation and deflation.
Favourable terms of trade acts as a catalyst for economic development of UDCs. But
due to some adverse circumstances gains from trade is flowing towards developed
countries of this world & UDCs are facing unfavourable TOT.
Economists like Nurkse, Prebisch, Singer, Mydral opined that UDCs are facing
unfavourable terms of trade due to some disequalising forces. So gains from trade is
only towards developed countries. Prebisch and Singer explained the secular
deterioration in the Terms of trade and they explained that secular deterioration in the
terms of trade has been one of the important factors to limit the growth of
underdeveloped countries. In the long run,

if the world trade is buoyant, all the

countries can experience improvement in their income through TOT. Prebish rejected
the argument in favour of international specialisation..

3.7 MODEL QUESTIONS
1. What do you mean by terms of trade?
2. Explain the meaning of barter terms of Trade
3. Explain the meaning of Income Terms of Trade
4. Explain Vinner’s Terms of Trade
5. How does change in Technology affect the terms of trade?
6. Explain how the Balance of Payment is affected by ToT as explained by
Prebisch?
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7. How does Foreign Investment affect Terms of Trade according to Prebisch?

3.8 KEY WORDS
Terms of trade Terms of trade (TOT) is the ratio of a country's export prices and its
(TOT):

import prices

Reciprocal

The relative strength and elasticity of demand of the two trading

Demand:

countries for each other’s product in terms of their product.

Deterioration:

The action or process of becoming impaired or inferior in quality,
functioning or condition.

Buoyant:

Floating or able to float or able to keep things floating

Perishable:

Products that goes bad quickly

3.9 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See Page No-34
Q2. See Page No-34-35
Q3. Page No-35
Q4. Page No-36 & 37
Q5. Page No-38
Q6. Page No-46
Q7. Page No-44 to 46
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UNIT IV: TRADE STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPMENT –
IMPORT SUBSTITUTION VS. EXPORT PROMOTION
Structure:
4.0 Learning Objectives
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Export Promotion
4.3 Import Substitution
4.4 Case for Import Substitution
4.5 Case against Import Substitution
4.6 Let Us Sum Up
4.7Model Questions
4.8 Keywords
4.9 Answers to Model Questions
4.10 References
4.11 Text Book
4.12 Reference Books

4.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, the learners are able to understand


Meaning of Export Promotion and Import substitution



Case for Import Substitution



Case against Import Substitution
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Trade policies or strategies of under developed countries are related with commercial
policy. Commercial policy plays an important role for the development of under
developed countries. It may be defined as


Must have large share in gain of trade



Augment the rate of capital formation



To promote industrialization



To maintain equilibrium in balance of payment

It is seen from the analysis that oil exporting countries and some rapidly industrialized
developing countries are not facing serious imbalances in balance of payment. Rather
other developing countries are worst affected by adverse balance of payment position in
the world. It is because most of the developing countries are importing capital goods,
machinery component and other technical know – how in large quantities from the
developed countries for industrialization of own countries. It leads to heavy expenditure
on import of those materials. At the same time the export earning failed to increase
much as they are the exporters of primary products which suffered from decline in
demand and adverse terms of trade. Therefore that gap between export and import
widens the deficit in current account of balance of payment of these countries. A
substantial part of deficit of current account may be met from surplus of capital account
due to foreign direct investment and form liberal foreign assistance on concessional
terms. It is the grim situation now a days. Thus there has been a steep decline in both
current and capital account of BOPs. Therefore most of the developing countries are
finding it extremely difficult to meet their debt. Almost all UDCs are re-lined under
heavy burden of debt.
Simultaneously the disequilibrium in the balance of payment arises due to gap of
import and export will go on increasing as development gains momentum. Here export
falls and import rises. Import rises because of importing capital goods for development
purpose. Another cause of the rise in import as growing demand of food grain
necessitated by a rapidly growing population. So food imports are an important factor
in creating an unfavorable balance of payment in under developed countries. Apart
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from Food grains many essential consumer goods are imported to meet the domestic
growing demand because it cannot be met adequately by indigenous production.
Another important factor responsible for growing import of such countries is the policy
of import substitutions. It requires the establishment of such industries with in the
economy which will replace import. So this policy needs to import machinery, Capital
equipments etc.
So there are so many factors which are creating unfavourable Balance of Payments in
UDCs like foreign Exchange to repay foreign borrowings , inflation in the economy.
On the other hand, export lags behind imports. It is due to the production & exports of
primary products mainly raw materials & agricultural commodities. Hence their
markets are limited with full of competition. At the same time, they are unable to export
more on account of increased domestic consumption of exportable goods due to high
income & increase in the income elasticity of demand for consumer goods. Cost of
production will also rise due to inflationary pressure in the economy. It is a big huddle
in the international market to export more. Again tariff barrier, quota restriction and
required economic grouping check the progress of exports of UDCs. Last by no means
the least, bad quality exportable goods & absence of proper credit facilities to sell
goods in international market may bring down the export of UDCs. Then the above
factors are fully responsible to bring down the export & increase the import which will
create permanent gap of export & import by forcing UDCs to face the unfavourable
Balance of Payments.
Solution to overcome Balance of payment difficulties:The following measures are to be taken to bridge the deficit in Balance of Payment
(BoP).


Foreign Assistance



By scaling down expenditures on imports through import restriction.



Increasing the earnings from exports by promoting exports.

If UDCs have substantial foreign exchange reserves, it can fill up the deficit in Balance
of Payments, by merely cutting down the reserves without the taking in account any of
the measures mentioned above. Further such exercises can be resorted to only when
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deficits are small and occur infrequently. But deficit is a regular phenomenon for most
of the UDCs. They are bound to take the help of above mentioned three factors.
Let us take one by one.
In case of foreign assistance UDCs are using foreign aid to cover up the deficit in
BOPs.If that continues ,UDCs become parasite and that creates serious threat to
economic dependency of reciepent countries in development programmes
The major disadvantages of foreign aid are as follows
- It reduces the freedom of the receipt country to purchase from the cheapest market.
- Sometimes receipt countries may buy unessential goods as a part of package deal.
- Aid may be in different form so aid receiving countries lack independence to use it in
their own ways.
- Aid is received on year to year basis destroying lot of flexibility required in planning
and introduces elements of uncertainty.
-Aid receiving countries will face humiliation & economic, political pressure by the
doner countries checking its capacity to follow independent policies. Therefore these
types of problems will create heavy burden to UDCs and finally they will be dragged
towards debt trap.
Therefore there are two main methods to solve the unfavourable balance of payments in
UDCs as
-reducing the expenditure on imports & import policy or import substitution.
-increasing the export earning i.e.: export policy or export promotion.
Both constitute the trade policy of a country.

4.2 EXPORT PROMOTIONS
Export promotion is indispensible for overcoming disequilibrium in the balance of
payments. Whatever efforts are made by the developing countries for restricting
imports, the ultimate solution of the balance of payment problem depends on his
promotion of vigorous export policy. It is seen that many developing countries like
India which had given emphasis for import substitution in the initial year of planning
could not able to achieve success. Rather import expenditure has gone up due to
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importance of consumer goods (luxury goods). It means imports showed a rising trend
to maintain the imported articles. Though direct foreign investment boosts up industrial
progress, it also leads to a repatriation of profits to the home country ( mostly in the
form of foreign exchange), whatever foreign aid is received by the developing countries
has to be paid back in term of foreign exchange plus interest frequently. So that it is
highly needed to boost export earnings. Unless these earning increases, the gap between
foreign exchange expenditure and foreign exchange earnings will continuously widen
creating a serious foreign bottleneck for the country. In this regard, comprehensive
commodity survey should be made in developed countries to determine potential
markets. On the basis of the survey , production of export potential commodities should
be increased. Exports of non-traditional items should be encouraged for they are needed
by developing & developed countries. Myrdal observes in this connection that it is not
in the interest of UDCs to continuous with their traditional exports. He therefore
suggests that they should rather take good look at the composition of these exports and
their prospects in the world market & then make up their minds about which exports
they should try to increase and which exports they should rather leave alone or reduce.
They should seek out for themselves the dynamic commodities with using demand
trends and with high income & price elasticities & try to get away from those with
doubtful future.
Dynamic commodities may be in the form of manufactured & capital goods having
high price elasticities. The market for these goods is ever increasing and since the
developing countries are marginal exporters of these goods, they should not find it
difficult to increase their exports by pursuing appropriate export policy. As noted by
G.Mydral, “More generally-if economic development is to amount to anything –if
stagnation is going to be broken one UDC after another will have to enter the world
market for manufactured goods in a big way”
However, UDCs are facing severe external and internal constraints to export
manufactured goods. As noted by Myrdal success of the UDCs in pursuing up their
exports of industrial products will require a change of hearts on the part of the
developed countries and they should willingly move out of the production lines
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involving the production of low-quality, cheaper variety manufactured goods & allow
the UDCs to take over these lines. So their low qualities of products, produced by
UDCs have limited market in developed countries. The bigger market lies in UDCs
themselves. Now it is important that UDCs need a meaning ful economic cooperation
among themselves.
The following measures are to be taken for the betterment of export promotion.
-

Necessary to make a production targets in agriculture, mineral & industrial
sectors of the economy for export programme.

-

Maintenance of reasonable internal price elasticity.

-

Use of new method of production for export oriented industries so that cost of
the production will be reduced.

-

Timely import of raw material & capital equipment needed for production of
exportable goods.

-

Relaxation or removal of export restriction on exportation goods whenever
necessary.

-

Provision of credit, insurance & transport facilities to the exporters. For
example, in India different banks like SBI, Refinance Corporation provide
credit to the export promoted industries. In addition to that, there is the export
credit & guarantee corporation which insures all export risk. While the Indian
railways provide cheap and preferential transport facilities.

-

Tax concessions to exporters using imported raw material, semi-processed
goods or components to produce exportable goods.

-

Stabilization of prices of exportable goods.

-

Measures for introduction & enforcement of quality control & compulsory
inspection of various exportable goods. In India the Export Inspection council
performs the twin functions.

-

Establishment of a commercial Intelligence Service for compilation &
dissemination of information to guide exporters & foreign importing firms.

-

Promotion & participation in industrial & trade fairs abroad & to arrange visual
commercial publicity for the purpose of export promotion.
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-

Setting up export promotion councils for major export goods. In India there are
export promotion council for major exportable commodities which perform both
advisory & executive functions. So also cooperate producers and exporters
actively for the promotion of export. Some of the councils .have opened
regional centres at important places in India & abroad.

-

Bilateral trade agreement with developed countries for the promotion of export.

-

Checking the growth of consumption of goods through fiscal and other
measures in order to create adequate export surplus.

-

Cooperation among developing countries in the field of foreign trade . Since
most of the developing countries export almost similar types of product, they
enter into the competition with one another which create unhealthy atmosphere
among themselves.

Economists like Nurkse, Mydral suggested cooperation among them in thee field of
international trade. So that creation of the common market among countries of same
character will boost their export .That will accelerate the trade of UDCs & increase the
bargaining strength in the world market. So here Say’s law of market is fully justified
to boost export. Supply of one country world meet the demand in the other & viceversa.

4.3 IMPORT SUBSTITUTION
Import substitution is one of the important ingredient of import policy to overcome the
balance of payment difficulties in UDCs. The strategy of import substitution is based
on familiar infant industry argument such a strategy enables the UDCs to develop their
industrial structure behind tariff walls (ie: without fear of competition from other
countries). Once the process of industrialisation takes place it leads towards self
sufficiency & self sustaining growth. As Mydral pointed out the danger on the foreign
exchange front provides a reason for directing investment in Industry towards
production of commodities that are substitutes for imports”. According to Hirschman
there are four impulses of import substituting industrialization. They are the balance of
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payment difficulties, wars, gradual growth of income and deliberate development
policy. Here there are two motivating sources out of four impulses for industrialization
of import substitution. Both are balance of payment difficulties & deliberate
development policy. The measures which will support the above two impulses are
import duties, quotas and import of exchange surcharges multiple exchange rates as
price. Protective devices while tax exemptions and subsidies are used to reduce costs in
import competing industries, the experience of many developing countries shows that
import substitutes starts predominantly with the manufactured finished consumer goods
that were previously imported & then moves on more or less rapidly & successfully to
the higher stages of manufacture, that is through intermediate goods and machinery
through backward linkage effects. In 1950s & 1960s the import substitution strategy
dominated the industrialization strategies of the larger latin American countries.
(Brazil, Argentina, Mexico) & a number of larger countries inSouth & south. East Asia
(India, Pakistan, Philippines in early 1960s. This strategy was also adopted in a number
of African countries ( Nigeria Kenya, Ghana,Zambia) & in the smaller latin American
& South –East Asian countries.

4.4 CASE FOR IMPORT SUBSTITUTION
The adoption of import substitution strategy comes from the acute balance of payment
problem in UDCs. This enables the UDCs to substitute foreign industrial goods by
domestically produced industrial goods & some foreign exchange. By importing high
import duties on foreign industrial goods, the country is able to earn a sizable revenue
and invest them in economic development. Domestic producers on the otherhand are
able to increase the prices of their goods & thus earn a handsome profit. When this
profit is reinvested the process of industrial growth gets a boost.
The rational ideas to set up import substitution industries are that the UDCs are able to
build up their industrial structure which in turn act as sine qua non of economic
development.
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Historical evidences of many developed countries indicate that not only the share of
industrial output rises with development, but also not the growth of industries based on
import substitution accounts for a large proportion of total rise in industry. This will
create a new sense of hope in UDCs who look upon import substitution led
industrialization as a solution to their problems of economic development.
Import substitution led industrialization is justified on the ground that it helps in solving
the problem of unemployment & underemployment inUDCs It means new industries
are able to create new employment opportunities outside agriculture. It is possible if the
process of industrialization is accelerated at a faster growth.
It is seen that trade has created international inequality which is the disadvantages of
UDCs. Import substitution industries will try to solve the problem of inequality created
by trade & UDCs will get self sufficiency in industrial products in the long run & to
solve foreign exchange by substituting imports by home production.
One of the principal arguments for the policy of import substitution is that it avoids the
uncertainties and risks involve in finding market for the import substitution industries
because when the import are shut off, an already established market is secured for the
new industries. When the needs arise that can be met by producing industrial goods at
home through import substitution industries.
According to Harry G.Johnson “import substitution is beneficial for the economic
welfare of the UDCs at least in the long run. For .though the substitution of domestic
production for imports entails an increase in cost & therefore a reduction in real
income, the country may subsequently benefit from the resulting opportunity to learn
modern industrial method & participate directly in the progress of technology in the
advanced countries”. Affiliation with the foreign countries enables the local enterprises
to gain access to modern industrial techniques research & know-hows & development
being carried out by that company abroad & thus provide a flow of productivity,
improving knowledge at relatively low cost to the company.
The ultimate aim of industrialization via import substitution is two fold
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-

To achieve self sufficiency in the production of finished consumer goods,
intermediate goods & machinery.

-

To export them to developing & developed countries.

4.5 CASE AGAINST IMPORT SUBSTITUTION
Almost all under developed countries followed the import substitution policy for
economic development but the path is not smooth for development. Rather it has
disrupted the economics of UDCs thereby making the process of industrialization a
costly one. According to Santiago Macario a latin American economist many Latin
American countries adopted the import substitution strategy to get relief from chronic
shortage of foreign exchange but it was not fruitful to those countries because
substitution process has not been effected gradually, in accordance with the plan & in
anticipation of development requirement. Consequently in many instances it has been
carried a good deal beyond the economically advisable limits with the result that
serious distortion have been introduced in economic structure in the countries
concerned & the development of more efficient & productive activities has been
adversely affected to the special detriment of export facilities.
The main objectives of the policy of import substitution aimed at saving foreign
exchange have been frustrated. The newly established industries may have resulted dissaving of foreign exchange. Because UDCs are lacking in raw material intermediate
goods & capital equipment to start import substitution industries. So here the need of
import is high.
Thus the direct saving of foreign exchange may be less than the indirect expenditure of
foreign exchange on inputs and capital goods needed for import substitution industries.
So that will lead to dis-saving.
Chenery supported industrialization through import substitution. But it does not hold
good for all the UDCs. It is contended that the rise in industrial production has taken
place through the growth of import. The import of raw material, intermediate goods &
capital equipment help in the establishment of domestic industry in UDCs. Infact
imports help in using the underdeveloped resources productively, in creating demand
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and to encourage entrepreneurial activities within the economy. Therefore imports pave
the way for the establishment of import substituting industries.
It is argued that import substitution industries meet the domestic demand of industrial
goods. But that failed to solve the problem. According to Prof Hirchman“ the bulk of
new industries in UDCs are in the consumer goods sectors and. They are undertaken in
accordance with the known process on the basis of imported inputs & machineries
industarlization via import substitution becomes a highly staged affair. The policy
creates demand for a variety of imports and defeats the purpose for which it is adopted.
It increases the economy’s dependence on imports.
Sometimes the economy may unable to import raw materials etc due to shortage of
foreign exchange. Consequently, it creates under utilization of manufacturing capacity
resulting stoppage of works on employment & fall in income.
Import substitution has a tendency to shift the distribution of income in favour of the
urban sector & the higher income groups whose expenditure pattern has constituted
higher component of imports which tends to increase further demand for imports. Thus
the extension of import substitution industries to a wider range of goods generates or
increases the demand for further imports with bad effects on the economy.
John Power argued that imports substitution of finished consumer goods tends to lower
domestic saving & investment. The stress on the production of consumer goods for
domestic use tends to raise their consumption and thus export will go down &
backward linkage in import substitution will be worst affected. Therefore such a Policy
leads to adverse impact on economic & technical efficiency thereby reducing income,
profit & saving. Joan Power advocates that investment in capital goods and export
goods sectors rather than consumer goods sector to augment the rates of national
income , saving and investment for further growth.
It is also argued that establishment of import substitution in which employ surplus labor
in UDCs. It’s a fact that , import substitution expands output in manufacturing sector
but it has failed to create jobs for growing labor force in UDCs. Employment cannot be
generated unless manufacturing output grows at a faster rate. But it is not possible in
UDCs due to lack of investment fund.
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Further, the use of the import substitution strategy on a way to achieve self sufficiency
in industrial production has led to mal allocation of resources and leads to a bad effect
on industrial productivity. UDCs have allowed protection to industries indiscriminately
to achieve self sufficiency in industrial production. So, inefficient and low profit
industries also get benefit out of it. So that raw materials etc. obtained at a high cost
have been misused. The extreme protection leads to establish inefficient industries with
high production cost . This is the case in India for the establishment of import
substitution industries. Further problems may arise if there will be no proper planning
of industrial for import substitution and simultaneously foreign exchange requirement
can not be estimated properly due to the establishment of inefficient industries if
protection will be given to them for import substitution. Therefore, misdirection of
substantial investment into low priority industries and ever priority foreign exchange
requirement have failed to achieve the goal of self-sufficiency in industrial sector
through import substitution.
According to Raul Prebisch “excessive protectionism in such economies has generally
insulted national markets from external competitions. This will weaken and even
destroy the incentives to improve the quality of the products and to lower costs. It
adversely affects the industrial structure because it will encourage the establishment
small un economic units, weaken the incentives to introduce modern technique and
slow down the rise in productivity. Here vicious circle has been created as regards
export of manufactured products. So export sectors have to struggle due to high
internal cost of production &market can not be enlarged. Therefore, import substitution
industries have failed to encourage exports of developing countries.
EXPORT PROMOTION VS IMPORT SUBSTITUTION:Now dilemma arise to accommodate export promotion or import substitution
inUDCs.So thatUDCs will get all round benefit from international trade. As both the
policies have common aim i.e to overcome BOP difficulties. The strategy of import
substitution is often referred to as inward oriented strategy while export promotion is
termed as outward oriented strategy. Now it is time to discuss both at atime so that
UDCs can take benefit out of it.
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According to the World Development Report 1987 an outward-oriented strategy is one
in which trade and industrial policies do not discriminate between production for
domestic goods and foreign goods. As against this inward oriented strategy is one in
which trade and industrial are biased in favour of production for domestic market over
the export market. It is seen in the demerits of import substitution that instead of doing
foreign exchange, it has

tried to increase his demand for imported goods like

machineryand other materials for the establishment of import substitution industries.
Extreme protection of these industries has led to the establishment of inefficient units
with high production cost and substandard products there by checking the progress of
of exports. So to say UDCs will have to pay for industrialization through import
substitution .So that export promotion is invited still then import substitution can be an
effective instrument provided it can be done without creating over protected the
inefficient and high cost industries. On the other hand an economy which pays stress on
exports development is likely to create conditions favourable for efficient production,
because the growth of exports need to produce qualitative products.
Let us take into account two types of countries to analyze the development of export
promotion and import substitution as countries not suffering from acute population
pressure and countrie which are highly populated or over population.
First category countries try to maintain and expand their traditional exports. They
should try to produce primary products by using more capital and by using better
technology. They should produce by the support of more labour relative to capital. The
process of import replacement should be gradual and in collaborative with the foreign
enterprises.
On the other hand, over populated countries like India should concentrate on
manufactured products for home consumption and exports. It is essential because
traditional exports of such countries becomes stagnant or grow slowly. So to say,
expenditure elasticity of demand for commodities of such traditional products is being
constant. So export cannot expand. In other case these types of countries are producing
commodities from jute but these are being replaced by synthatic materials. So the
demand of the products in international market goes down .Cotton& textiles have been
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replaced by manmade fibers like terylane .So that those developing countries should
promote to produce durable goods which are in great demand in the world market due
to the above mentioned obstacles for export. Such commodities like car, tv, scooter etc.
which are in great demand should be produced to export. The classical example is
japan, which has captured the marketing of Australia,Newsland ,America,Canada etc.
despite stiff competition from domestic producers of these commodities. But
developing country like India will face problem due to high cost of production and low
quality products. In this regard developing the markets for such non- traditional
products developing countries should adopt export promotion measures.
The World Development Report 1987 has studied regarding import substitution &
Export promotion over the period 1963 to 1985 to make a link between trade strategy
and economic development. Some countries are in strongly export promotion oriented
and some are in strongly import substitution oriented. The report .indicates export
promotion oriented economies have performed distinctly better than import substitution
oriented economies. in almost all respects. In the year 1973-85 strongly export oriented
industries achieved growth rate to 7.7% per annum in GDP. Import substitution
oriented economics could…… a growth rate of only 2.5% per annum during the same
period. According to World Development Report export promotion oriented countries
have were equitable distribution of income.
According to World Development Report, countries adopted the export promotion
oriented policies have further growth in industrialization. In this context, WDR
considers the following indicators of industrialization on growth manufacturing &
agricultural values added, the share of manufacturing value added in GDP the share of
active labour force employed in industry and the growth of employment in
manufacturing. In all these above ingredients export promotion oriented economies
show better performance .Let us take one indicator average annual growth of
manufacturing value added was 15.6% in export promotion oriented economics during
1963-75 against 5.3% in strongly import substitution oriented economies. During 197385 these rates were 10% and 3.1% in export oriented & import oriented economies
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respectively. Therefore export promotion oriented economies performed well as per
WDR. Export promotion industries have greater competition as compared to import
substitution industries (which are provided protection & sheltered home market).
Therefore they try to utilise their resources in the best possible way. Not only this to
improve or maintain their market position, the exporting firms need to keep up with
modern technology & bring management skill up to international standards. These
firms also benefit from a considerable transfer of technology from abroad. According to
WDR total factor productivity increased much faster in the export promotion oriented
economies than import substitution oriented economies.
Export promotion strategy contributes economic growth by relaxing the foreign
exchange constraint on growth. It means for any amount of foreign aid, the rate of
growth determined by the foreign exchange gap will be lower than that determined by
investment saving gap. By increasing exports foreign exchange gap can be reduced &
helps the country to achieve a higher rate of growth.
Against the above fact, import substitution strategy leads to high levels of effective
protection. The currency becomes overvalued & exports are discouraged. Here capital
intensive and intermediate input intensive techniques of production are encouraged.
High capital intensity leads to and or utilization of capacity & slow growth in industrial
employment. This leads to high profitability for domestic market & disincentives to
export. Trade interventions encourage resources misallocation. While excessive govt.
intervention leads to corruption, uncertainty and delay. So import substitution industries
are open for a basket full of objectives. For example, the enterprises fails to develop
export markets, dependent on developed countries support on imported parts &
machinery, used techniques adopted from advanced countries etc. These enterprises
tend to duplicate the market structure and marketing techniques of advanced countrieshigh distributing margins, heavy advertising, extensive product differentiation, rapid
product change etc which are not favourable to underdeveloped countries for better
industrial environment.
In conclusion it seems

that the policy of import substitution has failed to get large

amount of foreign exchange. It has been intensified the shortage of foreign exchange in
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certain cases. This strategy has given too much importance to produce consumer goods
which fails to increase real output, saving and investment. It has not achieved success
to get the goal of self sufficiency in industrial product. Neither has it succeeded in
creating sufficient employment opportunities to absorb the growing labour force, nor
has there been the progressive growth of the export sector.
In spite of above problems faced by developing countries, India achieved success by
establishing import substitution industries by producing sophisticated machinery and
equipment. It has helped the country by laying good foundation for self reliance in
respect of the future productive investment programme. There has beena spectular
achievement in respect of basic industries like iron and steel, crude petroleum &
products fertilizer, heavy chemical, aluminium & variety of machinery products besides
a number of durable consumer goods like bicycle, fan etc which India can export. Now
India is able to produce

three fourth of capital equipment

requirement for its

development programme through import substitution policy.
Therefore the argument requires simultaneous establishment of intermediate goods and
machinery industries which are dependent on economies of scale. This refers to
industrialisation via import substitution in an intensive manner. Finally developing
countries like India should combine the export promotion policy with intensive import
of substitution to overcome balance of payment difficulties and accelerate the pace of
development.

4.6 LET US SUM UP
Trade policy for UDCs means commercial policy which plays a dominating role for the
development of UDCs. Generally trade policy includes large share in gains from trade.
to enhance the growth rate of capital formation , to promote industralisation& to
maintain the balance of payment. It is seen that most of the developing countries are
adversely affected by the balance of payments difficulties due to low amount of foreign
exchange earned by them because of importation of capital goods where payment is
more and exports primary products where earning is less. Therefore there is a gap of
export and import and here import is greater than export leading for unfavourable
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balance of payment of UDCs. Now it is necessary to go through export promotion and
import substitution for which by making a balance of both developing countries can
bridge the gap between import and export.
And the example is India. India has adopted both the policies on the basis of economies
of scale & India can establish import substitution industries like steel and mines,
fertilizer etc and simultaneously

Indian entrepreneurs establish durable consumer

goods industries like bicycle, fan etc which can export to the other countries . The
important thing is that India is able to produce three-fourth of capital equipment
requirement for its development programme through import substitution policy.
Therefore it is argued that both type of strategies are required for the development of
developing nations. At the same time, we can say if proper utilisation of domestic
foreign resources are made ,then that accelerates the economic growth of developing
countries.

4.7 MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. What do you mean by export promotion strategy?
Q2. What do you mean by import substitution strategy?
Q3. Discuss the case for import substitution policy?
Q4. Discuss the case against import substitution strategy?
Q5. Which policy is better for UDCs?

4.8 KEYWORDS
Capital Formation:

Increasing the stock of real capital in a country.

Intervention:

The action of becoming intentionally involved in a
difficult situation in order to improve it.

Import Substitution:

The idea that blocking import of manufactured goods
can help an economy by increasing the demand for
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domestically produced goods.
Export Promotion:

Public policy measures which enhances exporting
activities.

Anticipation:

Something going to happen in near future.

4.9 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See Page No-55 to 57
Q2. See Page No-58
Q3. See Page No-59 & 60
Q4. See Page No-60 to 65
Q5. See Page No-66
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5.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, learners will be able to understand


Classification and sources of Public Debt



Objectives of Public Borrowing



Need for Public Expenditure



Market failure



Under-Developed Countries & Public Debt



Debt Crises of Developing Countries



Causes of Debt Crises



Measures to solve Debt Crises

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The main responsibility of any form of government is to promote economic welfare of
the people. Gone are the days when the main function of the state was confined to the
civil administration and defence of the country against foreign aggression. Now a day’s
almost all govt bodies of the world not only perform the above mentioned two activities
but also shoulder the responsibility of the economic development. So, it has widen the
activities of the countries to perform in social and economic matter such as education,
public health, removal of poverty with simultaneous development in economic,
commercial & industries. Therefore all the countries are spending huge amount of
money in all round development. Now question will arise about where the money
comes?
The said expenditure made by the government for social as well as economic welfare is
met from two sources a) Public Revenue b) Public Debt. But public revenue falls short
of total expenditure (i.e. total expenditure is less than total revenue of the government)
that leads to deficit of the budget of the govt which is quite different from private
budget of an ordinary man. Private man tries to limit his expenditure within revenue.ie.
he/she tries to cut the cost according to the cloth. If the budget falls short and total
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revenue is also not sufficient enough to meet the deficit, then government raises money
through public borrowing (i.e. public debt) as govt have no alternative to meet the
expenditure. The central government, state government & local government bodies
borrow money from the public time to time. So as to meet their growing expenditure.
These accumulated borrowed amounts constitute govt or public debt.
Meaning-Public debt or borrowing arises due to the difference between current public
revenue and current public expenditure. When current public expenditure is greater
than public revenue, the deficit will arise. Public borrowing bridge the deficit between
public revenue and expenditure that budget deficit is normally covered by market
borrowing & in extra ordinary situation by deficit financing (i.e. borrowing from the
central bank against foreign exchange reserve or by selling treasury bills). So public
debt is a debt or loan taken by the government from its people as well as from foreign
countries. It constitutes in the form of short term and long term borrowings of the
government. Borrowing implies the sales of securities those bear the promise to pay
interest on a given number of years and to return the principle on the date of the
maturity of the loan. No compulsion is involved in the sales of such securities except in
case of abnormal situation such as war or emergency. Generally, government pays
interest usually at less than the market rate, because government bonds are free from
risk of default. Here government promises to pay interest to the holders of these bonds
at stipulated rate of interest at regular intervals, lump sum at the end of the stipulated
period in addition to the principal amount which has to be repaid at the stated time.
According to Phillip.E Taylor “the debt is in the form of promises by the treasury to
pay to the holders of these promises a principle sum and in most cases interest on that
principal”. According to J.K Mehta “Public Debt is a comparitively modern
phenomenon and has come into existence with development of democratic form of
government in the world”.
Borrowing is required due to insufficient total government revenue to meet the current
and development expenditure of the modern government.When borrowing is made
from the public, there are various problems faced by the government. While entering
fund markets because fund markets are not well organised for govt securities, interest
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rates remain very low when other lucrative options are available in the markets and lack
of saving due to low per capita income in the developing countries.These economics
are characteristics by the vicious circle of povertyon both sides ( i.e. demand side and
supply side of factors) to depressthe aggregate demand & income still then govt. has no
alternative to meet the expenditure except borrowing within the country or outside the
country or both.Prof. J.K Mehta rightly told that public debt carries with it the
obligation on the part of the govt to pay money back from whom it has been obtained.
State finance includes taxes imposed by the state, share taxes from the centre, grand
from the central government, surplus of state PSU and state enterprises and borrowing
from the domestic markets. Likewise local govt. finances includes grant, loans and
share taxes from the central and state govt and local taxes collected itself. In all
economics, state has the vital role to play as the laissez- faire does not automatically
ensure the market efficiency. Generally, markets are not said to be perfectly
competitive and could not able to achieve pareto optimality in case of monopoly,
imperfect information, public goods, externalities. A environmental goods and services
the presence of market failure forces state to entre to correct these through the various
mechanism like regulation of taxes, subsidies, rationing etc to ensure efficient &
equitable distribution of goods and services.

5.2 CLASSIFICATION OF DEBTS
Economists have categorised the debt on the basis of use, target, time limitand terms of
payment. Let us discuss one by one.
1. Internal Debt:
The debt in particular arises within the country. According to Dalton “A debt is
internal if given by those people or organisation living in that area that is controlled by
the local officer of taking debt”. Repayment of internal debt represents a redistribution
of purchasing power from certain group of citizen who pays taxes and the citizen who
in the part have been creditors of the central govt. When a central govt. borrows mainly
from its citizen, the opportunities cost is foregone consumption and investment in the
domestic economy rather from foreign sources. So, loan floated inside the country is
called internal debt or borrowing interest payment does not involve export of economic
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resources to foreign countries. It is not a burden on the society because any refunding
or payment of interest on the debt at maturity involves a redistribution of purchasing
power among the citizen.
2. External Debt:
According to Dalton “If given by those people and organisation leaving outside of most
area”. Repayment of external debt implies outflow of foreign exchange or export of
goods to foreign nations. This reduces society’s consumption possibilities and involves
loss of social welfare.
In such a case acountry’s economic growth rate will be reduced if the volume of
external debt as a proportion of external debt in total debt increases, if taxes are raised
to pay foreign countries for past loans of the government. A large volume of external
debt implies huge outflows of funds & real losses in productive opportunities rather
than mere redistribution effects.

5.3 SOURCES OF PUBLIC DEBT
Two sources a) Internal Sources b) External Sources
a)Internal Sources:
i)

Borrowings from the individuals

ii)

Borrowings from the commercial banks

iii)

Borrowing from non-formal institutions

iv)

Borrowing from Central Bank

a) External Sources: External sources of borrowings include foreign
individuals and foreign banks, international institutions and foreign
govInrecent years, apart from other foreign source. Two important sources
of raising foreign public debts have become prominent. They are i)IMF,
IDA,IFC, and IBRD which flow loans for short term mainly to overcome
temporary balance of payment difficulties & also for long term for
development purpose.
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Govt. assistance is generally for development project to mainly developing
countries like India. Therefore external source of borrowing is indispensable
for developing countries in recent years.

5.4 OBJECTIVES OF PUBLIC BORROWING
The state may borrow not only to meet the rising expenditure but also to meet the
sudden & unforeseen expenditure. Such as war, natural calamities like cyclone, flood
etc. There is hardly any government today which has not borrowed money within the
country or outside the country or both. The main objectives of incurring public debt are
as follows:
a) To cover temporary budget deficits.
b) To meet war time expenditure.
c) To come out from depression
d) To curb inflation
e) To finance development projects
f) To provide for social services
g) To finance public enterprises
h) To meet emergency
i) To finance war
j) To maintain smooth relation in political field to bring economic stability
in the country.

5.5 NEED FOR PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
Here, it is also necessary to discuss about the need for public expenditure so that
borrowing cover meet the public expenditure. Generally, let us discuss two views given
by Wagner & Peacock & Wiseman.
-Wagner Law of Increasing Activities of the state:
According to the law, as the level of economic development riseswith time, the
activities of state for the development rises with time, the activities of state for the
development purpose also take arise. So, the govt have a lot of functions to perform like
internal and external security to its people, providing education and health facilities,
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rural development & social welfare programme. He has put forth empirical evidence for
the same.According to him , these seems an inherent relationship between growing size
of the economy and growing public expenditure. It took the empirical study from
England, France, Japan.
Peacock & Wiseman hypothesis: Growth of public expenditure was put forth by
Peacock & Wiseman in their empirical study of public expenditure in UK for the period
from 1850-1855. Hypothesis states that the amount of public expenditure rise not as a
continuous function rather as a jerk.

5.6 MARKET FAILURE
Market failure is also one of the causes of the government to enter into the economic
activities. There are many goods which a market cannot provide so there is a missing
market for that product. For example, during the five year plan of India private sectors
did not participate in this sectors of public goods & characterised by non rival ness and
non-exclude ness. It means consumption of the given good by one individual does not
reduce the consumption of good for other person. Here a person cannot be excluded
from consuming the consumption like national defence, national highway, and street
light etc. In such a case government has to enter into picture as a result of market
failure.
Anti depressant: According to Keynes, it is the shortfall in aggregate demand which
can be filled by government expenditure to revive the economy out of depression.When
public expenditure increases, the economy will revive quickly.
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It is seen from the figure that equilibrium level of income is Y which is the output
below the level of full employment. When government expenditure is increased to G
then full employment will be achieved at Y1.
Social Security Obligation:
Government is bound to the social security payment like old age pension payment
transfer payment, ex gratia payment during the natural calamity.
Poverty Elimination &Employment Generation
A welfare state is committed To generate employment by introducing employment
generation programme & different poverty elimination schemes should also be
introduced. So that public expenditure will rise in huge amount.
Economic Effects of Public Debt
Internal and external public debt of developing countries is rising due to various kinds
of works undertaken by the government. It carries a burden to pay interest in regular
intervals. For examples the total public debt of India as a percentage of GDP is around
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60%. Foreign debt has been paid in foreign currency so unless we earn foreign
exchange through export competitiveness and by attracting foreign direct investment in
the country. Generally foreign debt has been used for financing the import consumption
needs of the nation. Increasing debt may create problems for developing countries.
According to Richard, Musgrave, the danger inherent in continuing high deficits lies so
much in their effect on magnitude of debt on in their current impact on the fiscalmonetary mix and thereby on the country’s rate of saving & hence growth.
By borrowing govt put forth the burden to future generation so that the consumption
will go down. It occurs in two ways. Future output is lower as a result of lower
investment. Moreover some of the burden of current expenditure is shouldered by
future generation. When the govt impose taxes in future to pay the debt, the future
generation suffers and the current generation escapes the tax burden.
Therefore the economic effects of public debt depend on the nature, form, conditions,
duration, rate of interest, the mode of repayment etc of the debt. Almost all kinds of
loans received by the govt affect the society. The uniqueness is that there will be
revenue effects and expenditure effects. So that let us discuss the effect of public debt
under the following specific heads.
Effect on ConsumptionIt is not always that public purchase government securities from their past deposited
saving rather they will purchase from the current income which they could otherwise
spend on purchasing some other commodity. In this way, people will refrain from
consumption and try public loan. So consumption is affected in the same way as it is
affected by tax. At the time of war or emergency pressure will be upon the individual to
curtail consumption and to subscribe the government loans. The other possibility is that
the government bond may offer special advantages such as tax exemption higher
interest rate etc. In such circumstances also people will refrain from consumption and
invest their money in public debt/bonds.
Effects on Investment Production
Investment is adversely affected if govt loans out of funds are not used properly or for
accumulation of stocks. Instead people buy govt bonds/ securities by withdrawing
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money from their industrial concerns or by selling debenture and shares of financial
institution that will reduce the amount of investment and that will adversely affect the
production. If govt utilizes this money in commercial public enterprises then total
money available for production may not adversely affect. On the other hand, if that
money will be utilized for unproductive channels, total investment may be adversely
affected creating problem in production. Therefore if loans are being properly utilized
for production purpose directly they increase the income of the community,leading to
increase in consumption, thereby increase in production.
Effect on Distribution:
If public debt are subscribed from rich people & the amount so realized is spent by the
government for the welfare of the poor people or low-income group,then the benefit
will narrow down the inequalities & there will be more equal distribution of income
among the people. But if the burden of public debt falls upon the poor sections, it
creates inequalities of income among the public. Therefore it depends upon the nature
of the public debt & the purpose of the use of the debt.
Effects on Economic securities & Employment:
Public debt affects the economic activities and employment situation of the country as a
matter of fact it reduces quantity of money at the hands of the people and their
purchasing power will automatically go down. Ultimate result is to affect the price level
and employment public debt is the most effective means to control inflation trend in the
economy of the country. On the other hand, at the time of depression when price level
goes down, production also goes down, consumption decrease, unemployment
increases & financial institutions are under financial crisis, the state government takes
loan on the security of the public securities from & spends the money on development
programme such as irrigation projects, roads, transports & the establishment of
commercial public undertaking resulting overall increase of money in the hands of the
people and also rapid increase in employment opportunities in the country. It is a
process to calm depression in the economy.
Effects on Foreign Loans
Foreign debt can influence both consumption &investment favourably that is used to
finance the import without paying for them immediately through exports. If foreign
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imports consists of consumer goods that will reduce the inflationary pressure in the
economy because the shortage of consumer goods can be adjusted. On the other hand,
if foreign imports consists of goods

like machinery, industries of raw material,

technical know how etc, there will also have favourable effect for industrialization as
well as rapid growth of the economy. But if foreign debt is financed towards war or
modernise army it will not have positive effect on investment etc.
Effect on cost of production:
The cost of production depends upon the prices of raw material & other factors of
production used in the production process. If government utilises the borrowed money
to supply raw material etc to produces at a cheap rate or subsidized rates on providing
cheaper transport or providing cheaper technical and non-technical training to the
workers, the cost of production is reduced to a great extent.
Effect on Private sectors:
Public Expenditure increases the demand of goods because it increases the purchasing
power of the people and put more money in circulation. But when the expenditure
finance through taxation, current consumption is reduced. On the contrary, when it is
financed through public borrowings, idle savings are utilized and thus consumption is
not reduced. If borrowed money is utilized by the government for purchasing goods and
materials produced in the private sector the demand of goods and material in the private
sector is increased to that extent. Therefore private sectors will get benefit out of it.

5.7 UNDER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES & PUBLIC DEBT
UDCS are bestowed with vast natural resources but these countries are lacking capital
due to absence of saving, capital formation is not possible. Exploration of natural
resources cannot be done without sufficient capital for economic development. We
know that capital formation is the king pin of economic development. Hence, public
debt acts as the major factor to exploit the vast natural resources of UDCS for economic
growth. Here it can be argued that the device of public debt is better than taxation.
Taxation means forced saving but borrowing is voluntary by nature. Whenever tax is
paid, it does not expect any return out of it but in case of loan, lender gives his money
on loan of his own record to receive it back along with interest after a stipulated period.
Borrowing does not affect adversely affect incentive to save &invest: the lure of
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interest is always there to increase the incentives instead. In a developing economy
public borrowing is anti-inflationary by mobilizing surplus money in the hands of the
people. Therfore a successful borrowing programme can be an useful tool for economic
development of UDCS by diverting resources from unproductive channelize. Real
estate, jewellery, gold etc to productive resources like investment in irrigation projects,
rural development, railway development power generation etc.
Borrowing can be done within the country or outside the country i.e. from foreign
markets. But Govt generally prefer loan from internal market. So that interest payment
will not create any problem within the country & will not adversely affect the balance
of payment position. Sometimes govt will take the help of foreign countries to borrow
on the following grounds
1) When it is urgent to purchase capital goods in the foreign market.
2) When there is acute depression in the internal markets
3) When import of technical goods & technical knowhow’s is urgently call for. But
it is undesirable to depend on foreign public debt for a long period of time.
United Nations outline 17 goals to achieve sustainable development goals.(SDGs) &
that goals are fulfilled by 193 countries before 2030. One of the main goals (goal no08) is to achieve higher economic growth. All the countries are obliged to invest in the
critical areas to achieve SDGS as the economic picture of the world is changing and
going for fourth industrial revolution. Such critical areas are artificial intelligence,
machine learning, technological development and human capital development. Without
this important investment, the economic growth will be stagnant& countries will
become less competitive with instruments being channelized into traditional production
methods. All these are necessary to mentioned became the critical areas require a
massive amount of funds. Therefore countries those are receiving fewer investments
through domestic or international trade might require public borrowing to support to
achieve the SDGs goals. Some countries like Japan, Indonesia are frequently affected
by a series of catastrophes necessitates then put aside a relevant amount of fund to meet
those emergencies. Even though funds can be collected from domestic and foreign aids
it might not be sufficient if the impacts are disastrous. Therefore, taxation is the major
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potential sources of funds to finance emergencies. But it is not so popular for policy
maker as it brings distortionary effects on economic growth. In this regard public debt
is the only source or option to finance government expenditure & other development
projects, if the country lack funds. This argument is following the Ricardian invariance
theorem, in which taxation creates excessive burden to the public by increasing the cost
of hiring and reducing the purchasing power of people.
Therefore, public borrowing depends upon the use of it. If properly used for productive
activities it will not a burden so the govt if not then creates different kinds of economic
problem like insolvent.

5.8 DEBT CRISIS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES/ (DEBT CRISIS
IN INTERNATIONAL MARKET)
Almost all developing countries are facing financial crunch. So that they need the
support of foreign capital to build their economy. Debt crises are a serious problems for
UDCs. As because developing countries depend upon foreign capital loan to finance
their development planning needs. There is heavy inflow of capital to fulfil the needs. It
is because the rate of domestic saving and investment are low. These countries suffer
from lacking economic and social overhead capital and basic and key industries. To
accelerate the economic development they borrow to import capital goods, raw
material, technical know-hows etc. In addition to that also borrow to finance consumer
goods to meet the requirements of growing population. Here it is seen that there is a gap
between export and import leading to a huge current account balance of payment
deficit.
A current account BOP deficit means that the country is borrowing from abroad. To
finance the BOP deficit, the developing countries borrow by selling bonds abroad, from
commercial bank abroad, from international financial institutions like IMF, World
Bank, IFC etc and from private foreign firms. In all such cases the country accumulates
external debt which it has to repay abroad in the future in the form of interest and
principal. To repay these debts in the form of interest and principal cause serious
problem in such economies due to oil shocks in 1970s. It became very severe in Latin
American Countries in 1970 and 1979 which increase the price of crud oil in the
international market. The rise in the rate of interest due to oil shocks in 1970s has also
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exacerbated problem of external debt. Consequently many developing countries found
it difficult to service their debts & it was feared they would default on payment.
Thereby leading to financial crises. The immediate international debt crises started in
1980’s where Central Bank of Mexico was the first bank to officially announce that it
was not able to repay its external debt on as it had shortfalls its foreign exchange
reserves. Fearing that other Latin American banks not follow the same practice national
lenders stopped their lending to these banks & started demanding the earlier. In this
way the world faced the external debt crises.

5.9 CAUSE OF DEBT CRISES:
The following cause are responsible for international debt crises.
-

Oil price shocks to developing countries

-

Bad macro economics managed by developing countries.

-

Policies of developed countries & their bonds

-

Rising interest rate

-

Defective trade policies by developed & developing countries.

5.10 MEASURES TO SOLVE THE DEBT CRISES
Most lof the UDCs are receiving loans from official world agencies like IMF, World
Bank, from banks and from individual countries on bilateral basis. Therefore it is
difficult to find a clearcut solution to the debt repayment problems. So it may be in the
form of piece meal and case by case basis. Domestic monetary and fiscal measures are
to be taken into account to solve the external debt crises. Various measures have been
taken time to time to solve the crises for short term. These are
-Twin track IMF strategy
-Debt rescheduling by commercial bank
- Bankers Plan
- Brady Plan
-Debt swaps
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-Torontto Terms
-

Rescheduling of official loan

-

The Houston Terms

-

Enhanced Toranto Terms

But the various proposals for debt rescheduling plans have not been come out
successful because they are dependent upon the private international bank to carry
out. The majority of them are unwilling to take such measures which may adversely
affect their balance sheets. So these proposals are not able to solve the debt crises of
developing countries permanently for a short period with the result that it will again
reappear.
Therefore some long term suggestions are to be taken to solve the debt crises of
developing countries
Those are
-IMF solution
-Measures by the developed countries
-Measures by the debtor developing countries.
IMF Solution
IMF suggested adopting market oriented adjustment programme for availing financial
help from it. These are a) tight monetary and fiscal policies. So as to reduce budget
deficit through cut in government spending reduction in interest rate & in inflation b)
encourage foreign investment by abolishing controls internal and external & giving
greater incentives to foreigners. c) devaluing the currency to encourage more export &
greater competition through a more open trade policy.
But the above mentioned solution have created crises among the nation. It has led to
more unemployment & poverty and reduced the growth rates. There has been capital
flight & worsening of BOP problem in the sense that it has increased the debt burden.
These measures have led to public riots and even to the fall of government in many
Asian and Latin American countries.
Measures by Developed Countries
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Developed countries must support the developing countries to solve the international
debit crises.
-they should provide development assistance to the poor UDCs as grants rather than
loan
-they should wave a major portion of their debt to UDCs
-As a large portion of debt of UDCs arises due to fall in their export prices and hence in
their terms of trade. The developed countries should adopt appropriate measures to
overcome price fluctuations in their primary products through creation of international
buffer stocks, commodity agreement, compensating financing etc.
The above mentioned measures will go a long way in solving the debt problem of
UDCs.
Measures of Debtor UDCS
The following measures are to be taken by the UDCs to reduce the debtor crises
A) To strengthen & develop infrastructural facilities so on to encourage foreign
investment.
B) To reduce import through trade restrictions within the provision of WTO.
C) To produce more quality products for domestic consumption as well as for exports
of all kinds. Quality product should be exported to free foreign competition both in
domestic and global market.
D) Strong monetary and fiscal policy to support the overall objectives of growth with
stability so that country becomes self sufficient & there will be minimum need of
external debt.

5.11 LET US SUM UP
The prime responsibility of any kind of government is to promote the economic welfare
of its citizen for which it requires huge amount of fund to spend on various welfare
activities. This amount is financed from public revenue which comes in different form
like tax revenue, non tax revenue etc. It is seen that almost all the countries are facing
deficit to finance (Expenditure> Revenue). But the amount of deficit is sky rocketing
for which public revenue is insufficient to meet. In this respect, government needs
public borrowing to meet the needs of the welfare of the people. These borrowing is
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having different source on internal source & external source. Both sources are
important for the growth of developing countries. Internal source means to transfer
money at one hand will be transfer to another hand. It means the loan will be within the
country. But in case of external debt it may be different. Countries are to pay interest
&principal in a specified period of time on the basis of agreement.
There are various objectives to be fulfilled by the government through public debt as to
cover temporary budget deficit to come out of depression etc.
Simultaneously discussion may be towards the need of public expenditure. Different
views are given by the economist like Wagner, Peacock Wiseman. And public
expenditure may be for market failure, anti-depression, social security obligation &
poverty elimination & employment generation.
Public Borrowing have effects on consumption, Investment, institution, economic
activities & employment, foreign loans, cost of production & on private section.
Under developed countries are most affected by the debt problem whether it is internal
or external. If the borrowed money is used for production purpose then it will raise the
economic growth of the country.
But sometimes public debt is used for unproductive purpose like war, emergency. At
that time under developed countries will face problems to repay the interest & principal
at a stipulated date.
Higher capital projects have long gestation period & low rate of return. So it is not
sufficient to collect the resources from taxation only. Because higher rate of taxation
leads to the distortion in the market. Therefore at that time public debt is the
indispensable weapon to solve the problems of higher capital projects.
Lastly international economy is having debt crises and almostall the developing
countries are facing that due to low export high import. So that foreign exchange
reserve full short of payment that leads to international debt crises. Now a days
international financial institutions like IMF, World Bank, other foreign Banks are
coming forward to solve that crises still the crises remain will developing countries so
that some countries are not able to return the borrowing to the lender countries
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5.12 MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. What do you mean by Private Borrowing?
Q2. What do you mean by Public Expenditure?
Q3. Discuss the objectives of Public Borrowing?
Q4. How does Public Borrowing affect consumption?
Q5. How does Public Borrowing affect employment?
Q6. What are the causes of International Debt crises?
Q7. Discuss the economic effects of Public Debt?

5.13 KEYWORDS

Public Borrowing

The total amount that a government borrow

External Debt

Money borrowed from a source outside the country

Internal Debt

Money borrowed from a source inside the country.

5.14 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See Page No-03
Q2. See Page No-07
Q3. See Page No-06
Q4. See Page No-10
Q5. See Page No-12
Q6. See Page No-16 &17
Q7. See Page No-10
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